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Ad Ardizzone, Edward. Paul, The Hero of the Fire. Walck, 1963. 30p. illus.
K-3 $3.
A blandly written story of a Small Boy who becomes a Glorious Hero. The market
had fallen, and Paul's father said the house would have to be sold, so Paul packed
his belongings, wrote a hold-everything note, and went off to get a job. He worked
for a circus, and soon became popular with everybody because he was courteous,
gentle, industrious, and brave. When fire struck, Paul saved all the children and
went back to rescue the animals. Acclaimed a hero, he was given money; the mar-
ket had improved, so Paul returned to the home that would no longer have to be sold.
Improbable dreams-of-glory plot that has a particular charm because of the mild,
matter-of-fact style; delightful illustrations.
R Asimov, Isaac. The Search for the Elements. Basic, 1962. 158p. $4.50.
8-
A fascinating prowl through chemical history, written with Asimov's usual lively
style, wit, and authoritative command of subject. The material is so colorful and the
writing so lucid that the reader need have no previous acquaintance with the science
to find the text easily comprehensible. An index is appended.
M Auerbach, Marjorie. Seven Uncles Come to Dinner; written and illus. by
K-2 Marjorie Auerbach. Knopf, 1963. 33p. Trade ed. $3.25; Library ed.
$2.99 net.
A read-aloud picture book with a slight, over-extended story, busy illustrations that
are distracting (those in color more so than the black-and-white pictures), and a
slight appeal in the Parisian background. Great-Aunt Louise gets a letter to say
seven uncles are coming to Paris that day; she sends small Emile for food, making
a rhyme of her grocery list. Emile memorizes the list, goes shopping, gets every-
thing wrong. However, his aunt prepares an original and delicious dinner that the
seven uncles enjoy. The major part of the story is concerned with the shopping trip,
and the incidents seem repetitious, humorless, and not realistic.
Ad Baker, Elizabeth (Gillette). Tammy Climbs Pyramid Mountain; illus. by Beth
3-5 Krush. Houghton, 1962. 104p. $2.50.
A sequel to Tammy Camps Out. Tammy and her father are starting a mountain climb
when they meet a plump boy whose parents refuse to climb; Tammy's father offers
to take Harold along with them. Harold is a rock hound, and his heavy load of speci-
mens and tools doesn't help his climbing. The two children, separated from Tammy's
father, take shelter in a hut when it begins to storm; father finds them first, and then
the rangers come along. During this experience, Tammy and Harold exchange a good
deal of information about nature'lore and camping craft. Simply written, and realis-
tic in treatment, but very slow moving.
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R Bartos-H6ppner, B. The Cossacks; by Stella Humphries; illus. by Victor G.
7- Ambrus. Walck, 1963. 291p. $4.
First published in Germany in 1959 under the title Kosaken Gegen Kutschum-Khan,
an unusually good adventure story. Mitya, a village lad, joins the Cossacks as a fol-
lower of the Cossack hero, Yermak, during the campaign in which Yermak won Si-
beria for Russia. The writing is colorful and suspenseful, characterization is varied
and vivid; the writing has a good balance between the sweep of events, of conflicts
and discoveries in the world of the sixteenth century, and of detailed descriptions:
descriptions of Cossack life, of battle scenes, of the complicated intrigues and coun-
ter-intrigues among the Tatar princes.
Ad Beach, Mary. One Summer; by Mary Beach and Carol Beach York; illus. by
3-4 Hope Meryman. Coward-McCann, 1963. 125p. $3.
Jane and her best friend, Molly, were given an old shed for a playhouse on the first
day of summer vacation. All summer they were happily occupied furnishing Wild
Rose Cabin, playing in it, entertaining guests, and giving their property a daily clean-
ing. The writing is a bit static, but realistic and episodic: a good book for girls who
like stories about familiar, everyday situations, and a story that can be used nicely
for reading aloud to first and second grade girls.
Ad Beatty, John. At the Seven Stars; by John and Patricia Beatty; with Hogarth
7-9 prints and line drawings by Douglas Gorsline. Macmillan, 1963. 273p.
$3.95.
Set in London in 1752, the story of Richard Larkin, a fifteen-year-old Philadelphian
who becomes involved in the intrigues and struggles between Hanoverian and Stuart
supporters. Having inadvertently witnessed a political murder, Dick takes refuge in
the home of William Hogarth; then he moves on to the household of the Earl of Bur-
lington and is trapped and betrayed. Forced to cross the channel with Jacobite plot-
ters, Richard is imprisoned; he gets back to England, escapes his captor, enlists the
help of the great actor Garrick, and-in an audience with the Duke of Newcastle-wins
his goal: money for passage to America. The historical background is excellent, and
several pages of historical notes are appended. The story moves a bit ponderously,
however; a shade too much detail for sustenance of pace, and a shade too much of the
fictional story of Richard (and some other, minor, characters) for the reader whose
interest is chiefly historical.
R Beck, Barbara L. The First Book of Weeds; pictures by Page Cary. Watts,
4-6 1963. 6 6p. $2.50.
A most useful and interesting book, with good organization of material, crisp but in-
formal descriptions, and illustrations that are precise, well-placed, and-when nec-
essary-duplicated, so that the reader does not need to leaf through the text. Miss
Beck, after some introductory material, discusses weeds of lawn, field, or garden;
other chapters describe poisonous weeds, edible weeds, medicinal weeds, etc. Each
weed is given by common and scientific names, some descriptive comments are
added, and the author gives a few additional variable facts: color or time of blooms,
locale, use (or former use) as food, associated legends. The text is carefully indexed
R Bergaust, Erik. Rocket Power. Putnam, 1962. 48p. illus. Trade ed. $2.50;
6- Library ed. $2.52 net.
A good book on rocket engines, as simply written as is consistent with the subject
and the technical terminology, and more suitable for the reader who has some ac-
quaintance with (or special interest in) the subject than for the beginner. The author
gives, for each of the major rocket engines (some of which are yet in the planning
stage) a page of statistics, following this by several pages of descriptive text. Sta-
tistics include thrust, specific impulse, number of current model, propellants, com-
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ponent power source, construction of thrust chamber, dimensions, etcetera. Photo-
graphs and diagrams are fully captioned; a one-page glossary is appended.
R Bradford, William. Pilgrim Courage; From a Firsthand Account by William
6-10 Bradford; ad. and ed. by E. Brooks Smith and Robert Meredith; illus. by
Leonard Everett Fisher. Little, 1962. 108p. $3.25.
An adaptation of the original Of Plimoth Plantation, well edited and giving a vivid
picture of the adventures and dangers of the early settlers. A foreword gives some
background, briefly; a map precedes the text. The illustrations are stark and spare,
black and white, most appropriate. Appended are an index, a glossary, a list of main
historical persons mentioned, and a note by the editors explaining the changes made
in the text (chiefly to do with syntax and spelling) for clarification.
R Brand, Christianna, comp. Naughty Children; An Anthology compiled by
5-8 Christianna Brand; illus. by Edward Ardizzone. Dutton, 1963. 314p.
$4.50.
A delightful anthology, chiefly of British authors, comprising dozens of varied se-
lections-some short stories and poems, but chiefly excerpts from books. All are
well-chosen, and most are deliciously funny; the illustrations are just right. Many
of the selections are suitable for reading aloud to younger children, and there will
be few adults who will not enjoy browsing through the book. Most of the material is
old enough to have historical interest.
R Brock, Emma Lillian. Mary's Secret; written and illus. by Emma L. Brock.
3-5 Knopf, 1962. 83p. Trade ed. $2.75; Library ed. $2.99 net.
A sequel to Ballet for Mary (Knopf, 1954). Mary, still awkward at nine, decides to
build a treehouse with her friend Mildred. Knowing how much damage Mary can do
to herself with saw and hammer, Father offers to help with the building. The girls
are enchanted, and decide they must have a secret worthy of their hideaway, but they
can concoct no secret; they decide that their secret will be that there is no secret, a
decision that sends them into gales of giggles. The writing is simple and lively, ac-
tion is episodic, and characters and dialogue are natural and mildly humorous.
Ad Busby, Edith. What Does a Librarian Do? illus. with photographs. Dodd, 1963.
4-6 64p. Trade ed. $2.50; Library ed. $2.57 net.
A description of library services and of the work of the librarian; some of the mate-
rial duplicates some of the text of the author's Behind the Scenes at the Library. The
latter is better-organized, being divided into topics that are listed in a table of con-
tents; What Does a Librarian Do? has a continuous text and a less-than-full one-page
index. The material is accurate and the book is written in a straightforward style,
but the earlier title seems preferable because of similarity of material and superi-
ority of organization.
Ad Clark, Ann (Nolan). Medicine Man's Daughter; illus. by Donald Bolognese.
6-8 Farrar, 1963. 178p. $2.95.
Tall-Girl, a Navajo girl of fifteen, had been chosen by her father as his successor;
aloof and dedicated, Tall-Girl loved her people and her mountains. When a small
child she loved was badly burned, Tall-Girl went through the long rites that would
take the evil from the boy, and was then stunned to find he had been healed by a white
doctor. She promptly rode off to the nearby school, St. Mary's, although she had here-
tofore mourned the friends who had deserted to the white man's school. The customs,
the religion, and the language were hard for her to accept, but Tall-Girl finally was
able to see the advantages of both cultures. The information about Navajo life is fas-
cinating, the descriptions of the country are lovely, and the author has created an in-
tense mood-a sort of absorbed rapture; the story is, however, very slow-moving.
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R Clarke, Arthur Charles. Dolphin Island; A Story of the People of the Sea.
7-10 Holt, 1963. 186p. Trade ed. $3.50; Library ed. $3.27 net.
A good science fiction novel set in a research station on the Great Barrier Reef.
Here a shipwrecked boy of sixteen, Johnny Clinton, has been towed to safety by dol-
phins; Johnny becomes involved in the training program, much of which is based on
a growing understanding of dolphin language. When a violent storm disrupts island
communications, Johnny harnesses two dolphins to a surfboard and goes off alone
to get medication for some acutely ill men; his mission is successful. Good writing
style, fascinating details about the work being done with dolphins, and a dramatic
climax to the plot. As in many of Clarke's stories, part of the material is based on
actual experimental research, and an appended note cites some of the literature de-
scribing such research.
NR Clifford, Eth. A Bear Can't Bake a Cake for You; illus. by Jackie Lacy.
3-5 Seale, 1962. 57p. $3.
yrs.
A rhyming text used in a repeated pattern, each page about a different animal; illus-
trations are rather ordinary in execution and show the animals engaged in the activ-
ities cited, usually sporting an item or two of apparel-an apron, a vest, a bow. The
text lacks the humor that would alleviate repetition; an example of the pattern is, "A
chick is pretty when asleep. A chick can say, 'Peep, peep, peep, peep.' A chick can
be a girl or boy. A chick can look just like a toy. But do you know what he can't do?"
-and, in a double-page spread-"He can't dig holes in hills with you! "
Ad Cohn, Angelo. The First Book of the Netherlands; illus. with photographs.
4-6 Watts, 1962. 66p. $1.95.
An introductory survey of the Netherlands, with continuous text divided into brief
topics, arrangement of which appears to be random: one sequence, for example, is
Utrecht: Ancient Melting Pot, Millions of Bicycles, Industry, Steel at the Seashore.
Although some of the photographs seem old, they are interesting and well-placed.
The writing is adequate, tending to include generalizations and an occasional remark
of the brochure variety. Despite the minor flaws, the book gives quite good coverage
except for a paucity of historical material. An index is appended; a list headed "Some
Famous Netherlanders" comprises eight names, with a few sentences devoted to each
-Spinoza is not included, or Hals, or Bok, but Plesman (founder of KLM) is.
R Commager, Henry Steele. Crusaders for Freedom; illus. by Mimi Korach.
6-9 Doubleday, 1962. 240p. $2.95.
An interesting book about some of the leaders in many fields of human rights and so-
cial reform; the text is divided into such topics as freedom of speech, freedom of
religion, freedom from slavery, the rights of children, the right to learn, the rights
of women, the rights of asylum, and fair trial. A final section describes Mrs. Roose-
velt's work as chairman of the committee that drew up the declaration of human
rights. The author's style is breezy and informal, occasionally verging on the melo-
dramatic. Mr. Commager does not attempt comprehensive coverage, but gives to the
reader quite vividly a sense of continuity; the section on fair trial, for example,
moves from the Magna Carta to Voltaire, then from Adams to Zola. An index is ap-
pended.
R Corbett, Scott. The Disappearing Dog Trick; illus. by Paul Galdone. Little,
3-6 1963. 108p. $3.25.
A sequel to The Lemonade Trick and The Mailbox Trick. Kerby and his pal Fenton
hunt for Kerby's dog, Waldo; they have a magical viewer to help spot Waldo, the
viewer having been produced by the same chemical set that had turned Kerby's life
topsy-turvy in the past. The boys lope around town getting into one improbable caper
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after another, and reaching home with Waldo retrieved-just in time to put on a vir-
tuous act when parents call to check. Nonsense, but not overdome; what the boys do
is fantasy, what they say is matter-of-fact (if obstreperous) pure boy.
Ad C Gotten, Nell. Piney Woods; illus. by Howard Simon. Vanguard, 1962. 160p.
4-6 $3.
Andy, much younger than his two brothers, was afraid, and Mat and Joe were scorn-
ful; Pa and Ma felt that Andy must learn to hunt and learn to know the Florida swamp
country. When Andy's nervousness resulted in an accidental wounding of Mat, the boy
decided he must prove himself and conquer his cowardice. Secretly Andy learned to
be a crack shot when he was befriended by a Duke who was a neighbor; when Andy
saved Mat's life by shooting a panther, his father and brothers recognized that Andy
had conquered his cowardice. The boy's efforts to redeem himself are treated sym-
pathetically, but the fraternal attitudes seem harsh, and the story is weakened by the
improbable avenue through which Andy learns his skill: the offices of a titled rifle ex-
pert who goes back to England with his sick wife and beautiful daughter, leaving Andy
a valuable rifle.
R Dickson, Mora. New Nigerians; with illus. by the author. Rand McNally, 1963.
9- 256p. $4.95.
A vividly written and nicely illustrated description of a training program for leader-
ship at Man O'War Bay, a program in which the author participated and which was
directed by her husband. First published in England in 1960, the book gives a de-
tailed and sympathetic picture of the problems of Nigerian trainees, with their diver-
sity of cultural and linguistic background. An attitude of affection and respect per-
vades the text, so that the many Nigerians whose experiences are described emerge
with clear individuality-they are not simply a succession of students with problems.
Ad Dillon, Ellis. King Big-Ears; drawn by Tom Hamil. Norton, 1963. 44p.
3-4 Trade ed. $2.75; Library ed. $2.78 net.
A light-hearted modern fairy tale that follows the traditional pattern but is written
in a simplified and occasionally humorous style. The King and his beautiful daughter,
the royal courtiers, and all the townspeople grew long ears when they displeased a
bad witch. The poor young cobbler's apprentice was the only one who still thought the
Princess beautiful; he won her hand after killing the witch and her son, the dragon,
helped at three crucial moments by three people he'd befriended. Illustrations are in
semi-cartoon style, not impressive but amusing.
Ad Dodge, Bertha Sanford. Engineering Is Like This; illus. by Tom Dunnington.
7-9 Little, 1963. 199p. $3.95.
A book about engineering accomplishments in specific areas, rather than a history
of engineering. The text is organized topically: "Mill Wheels and Turbines," "Heat
and Its Mechanical Equivalent," "Steam Turns the Wheels"; within each section the
arrangement is chronological. Much of the material concerns the work of physicists,
and the book does not survey all fields of engineering-there is, for example, not
even an index entry for bridges. The writing is lively and informal, if somewhat or-
nate, and an excellent glossary and index are appended. The author's intent, well-
achieved, is to show how progress is made based on the cumulation of knowledge.
R Doering, Harald. A Bee Is Born; tr. and ad. by Dale S. Cunningham. Sterling,
4-7 1962. 96p. illus. (Sterling Nature Series.) Trade ed. $2.50; Library ed.
$2.57 net.
Another excellent book in a fine series, profusely illustrated by magnificent enlarged
photographs. The text is simply written, divided into short topics, and gives informa-
tion with explicit authority. Photographs are well-placed, and captions are good. The
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text covers the same material that is more expansively treated in Phillips' The
Makers of Honey (Crowell, 1956) which gives more detail and is extensively indexed,
but Doering's text is a good introduction, brief but not superficial, and valuable be-
cause of the photographs.
M Dubkin, Lois. Quiet Street; illus. by Juliette Palmer. Abelard-Schuman, 1963.
K-2 40p. Trade ed. $2.75; Library ed. $2.73 net.
A read-aloud picture book about the adoption of an orphan. Lisa lived in a quiet
street and had nobody with whom to play, so she was delighted to find Amy-just her
own age-in the yard of the big newly-built house. When she found that Amy was wait-
ing for a family, Lisa asked her parents if Amy could be her sister, telling her par-
ents about the children without families. They all went to visit the home, and after
Amy came for a trial stay, the two little girls became sisters. The story has a satis-
fyingly simple plot about adoption, and the discussion between Lisa and her mother
about having another child ("Daddy and I wanted to have a sister or a brother for you,
but no baby came. That happens sometimes.") is very well done. The book is weak-
ened by unbalanced treatment: a rather tangential and lengthy description of the build-
ing of the orphanage, for example, whereas the trial visit, the decision, and the adop-
tion are covered in half a dozen sentences.
NR Engle, Eloise. Countdown for Cindy. Hammond, 1962. 191p. Trade ed. $2.95;
7-9 Library ed. $2.89 net.
Lieutenant Cindy McGee, Aerospace Force Nurse, is the first woman to go to the
moon; she, the doctor, and the pilot fly to the rescue of three patients and stay on the
moon until the three men are recovered enough to be moved. Cindy knows the pilot
has a way with women and resists Turk's charms at first, but finds in the end that
she returns his love. She helps several of the men on the moon with their problems,
and returns to earth a heroine. The plot is quite patterned, broken only by the irrel-
evant introduction of one episode that has nothing to do with the story line and is dis-
ruptive: two children from another planet show up on the moon for a brief visit. The
characterization is superficial and the writing style is poor: replete with cliche, gen-
eralization, and flowery phrase-plus an occasional error of punctuation or syntax.
M Foster, Doris Van Liew. Honker Visits the Island; illus. by Kurt Werth.
2-3 Lothrop, 1962. 27p. Trade ed. $2.95; Library ed. $2.84 net.
A slight text, falling into two parts: first, an explanation that long ago the earth was
formed into different kinds of terrain; second, the story of one wild goose that
dropped out of a migratory flock and spent the summer on a Michigan island, rejoin-
ing a fall flight. The illustrations are attractive, and the text gives some feeling of
outdoor beauty and kindness to animals. However, the writing has several weak-
nesses: inadequate statements, for example, like, "But in only one place, just one,
was the earth raised from the waters in the shape of a hand." What place this is, is
not explained.
Ad Fry, Rosalie Kingsmill. The Riddle of the Figurehead; written and illus. by
5-6 Rosalie Fry. Dutton, 1963. 157p. Trade ed. $3.25; Library ed. $3.15 net.
A good mystery story, written with pace; the characters are realistic, the dialogue
is natural, and the atmosphere of the Welsh coast is vividly evoked. Stella, eleven,
and her two older brothers are being visited by a French boy, Phillipe; Stella and
Phillipe are sure that there is some significance to the carefully preserved ship's
figurehead that belongs to Sammy and that is supposed to ". . . hold his security in
the hollow of her hand." Sammy is a simple-minded adult, a most sympathetic char-
acter, for whom the children have a warm, protective feeling. While the solution of
the mystery is entirely dependent on the young people, their contribution as detec-
tives is simple and credible.
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M Garelick, May. Sounds of a Summer Night; illus. by Beni Montresor. Scott,
5-7 1963. 29p. $3.25.
yrs.
The sights and sounds of sunset and nightfall are followed by a brief impression of
the sounds of the day at break. Illustrations, although they are quite somber and
static, match the quietness of the text. The writing has a static quality; it also has
a lyric quality. "Gone is the pink from the sky, from the water. Gone is the last
light of day. And in the dim half-light comes the signal of night, the voice of a swal-
low." Few independent readers who might appreciate the nuance of mood will be
likely to read a book in picture-book format, and the writing is a bit staid for young-
er listeners.
Ad Gibbs, Alonzo. The Fields Breathe Sweet. Lothrop, 1963. 18 4p. $3.
7-10
A story with some historical background, set in Long Island in the late seventeenth
century. Gretje Harmensen, daughter of a Dutch farmer, is deeply interested in a
persecuted Quaker but cannot sympathize with the fervor of his dedication; she be-
comes betrothed to another man. Gretje's love story is less important than other
aspects of the book, seeming to serve only as a vehicle for the portrayal of customs
and atmosphere of place and period and for describing the struggles for religious
freedom in that period. Although the book has good period detail, good outdoor
scenes, and excellent values, it is slowed considerably by some of the fairly lengthy
descriptive passages and slowed even more by informational material (chiefly about
religious discrimination) in the form of conversation.
M Graybill, Kathryn. Cassie and the General; illus. by Kurt Werth. Nelson,
3-4 1962. 95p. $2.95.
Orphaned Cassie Clark's mother had been French, and her grandfather had fought
with La Fayette, so the little eight-year-old wanted above everything to meet the
General when he visited the town. She did meet him and sang him a French song; to
her joy, she later was sent a letter and a miniature of himself by La Fayette. A
rather slow-paced story, with many long scenes of discussions about the festivities
and about family affairs. Many of the conversations are used for characterization
of persons who are not really necessary to the story; the book seems to have too
much of two components; less of the visit, and it would be a good family story-less
family, and it would be a good historically-based story.
R Haber, Heinz. Stars, Men and Atoms. Golden Press, 1962. 188p. illus.
7- Trade ed. $3.99; Library ed. $3.99 net.
A fascinating book about the universe in which we live, especially about our own
planet; the author writes with an irresistible combination of professional compe-
tence and delightful literary style. "Archimedes was, let us make clear, the maver-
ick of ancient mathematics." and, writing of volume above sea level, "The distress-
ing fact is that California is bigger than Texas." The text reviews the development
of man's knowledge of the universe, with an entertaining chapter on fantasy and
logic; Dr. Haber discusses carbon-14, space frontiers, life on other planets, the
sun and the planetary system, and he touches on many ancillary topics, always
smoothly incorporating them into the text.
R Hall, Aylmer. The Search for Lancelot's Sword. Criterion Books, 1962.
6-9 160p. $3.50.
First published in England in 1960 under the title The Sword of Glendower. Based
on a legend about a Bronze Age sword, there has been newspaper publicity that leads
Gwyn and Hugh Pryce and their cousin Mark to hunt for the valuable artifact. Evi-
dence mounts that somebody else is searching, and the young people suspect Sir Owen
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Pryce's guests, Professor Peabody and Mr. Barrett. The culprit turns out to be the
pleasant young stranger, Franklin, in whom Hugh has confided. In a dramatic final
sequence, Hugh is caught by Franklin and trapped in a secret chamber under a hill
with an ancient stone circle; he finds the sword and is rescued. Good atmosphere,
interesting historical detail, and a writing style that is a bit heavy; suspense is well-
maintained and the mystery has a logical solution.
M Hall, Marjory. Fanfare for Two. Funk and Wagnalls, 1963. 218p. $2.95.
7-9
Blair and Amanda, after finishing junior college, decide to work; they get jobs in a
new public relations firm and are given a small house, rent free for a year, by
Blair's wealthy father. Blair has an unhappy love affair, then a happy one; Amanda
becomes engaged to Blair's brother; both are successful at their jobs, and gain con-
fidence: Blair had felt that people cared less about her than about her money,
Amanda had been timid. The plot is quite patterned, both as a love story and as a
career story; the book seems overburdened with minor characters who have little
to do with the development of story line.
R Harnden, Ruth Peabody. Golly and the Gulls; illus. by Vee Guthrie. Houghton,
4-6 1962. 119p. $3.
Golly saw, through his grandfather's spyglass, that the unusually bitter winter
weather had trapped the gulls of whom he was so fond. The birds, their feet frozen
in the ice, were starving; late at night, Golly slipped out to save the captive birds
by guiding an icebreaker away from them. Though he had to be rescued from an ice
floe, Golly did help save the gulls. His grandfather was proud of Golly, but (realis-
tically) said he had been foolish to take such a chance. The plot moves rather slowly
and the writing style is quiet and economical; the relationship between boy and grand-
father is warm and sturdy, and the dialogue is very good: sprightly and natural.
R Heiderstadt, Dorothy. Lois Says Aloha; illus. by Charles Geer. Nelson, 1963.
5-8 159p. $2.95.
Lois Teramoto, a junior high student in Honolulu, hoped to win the school essay con-
test that was being held in connection with the achievement of Hawaiian statehood.
She didn't win, but was more than pleased to have her best friend, Gina, win; Gina
was from the mainland and she had come to appreciate Hawaii even though she had
often felt like an outsider. The book has no real story line, but a series of threads
of plot: the friendship of the two girls, their first interest in boys, the family situa-
tion of the Teramotos, and Hawaiian statehood. The writing is brisk and cheerful,
realistic in approach and balanced in treatment; a good deal of information about
Hawaii is incorporated, but it is in the candid and sympathetic appraisal of the Hawai-
ian attitude toward diverse ancestry (Lois has ancestors from Boston and Japan as
well as Polynesia) that chief interest lies.
Ad Jacobs, Leland B. Good Night, Mr. Beetle; illus. by Gilbert Riswold. Holt,
4-6 1963. 24p. $1.95.
yrs.
A beautifully illustrated book in which a line or two of a simple three-stanza poem
appears on each double-page spread. The pictures, striking in color and technique,
are in double-page spreads; unfortunately, in some places, some of the picture is
lost because of binding. The poem is a bed-time rhyme: "Good Night, Mr. Beetle,
Good Night, Mr. Fly, Good Night, Mrs. Lady Bug, The moon's in the sky." Not out-
standing poetry, but embellished by the illustrations, and brief enough to enable a
child to memorize the words fairly easily.
NR Jones, Howard. Beware the Hunter! with illus. by Christopher Chamberlain.
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7-9 Duell, 1963. 160p. $2.95.
First published in England in 1961, a spy story with a somewhat frenzied plot. Young
Dr. John Haddon becomes involved when a frightened man on an airplane vanishes;
Haddon and his friend (a stereotyped faintly-comic Scotsman) pursue and are pur-
sued, suspect the wrong people, learn that the conspiracy concerns a new missile,
fight to keep a mysteriously important copy of Shakespeare's Sonnets, and find in the
end that the leader of the criminals, "The Hunter," is a member of the police force.
Melodramatic and involved.
R Kahl, Virginia. The Baron's Booty; written and illus. by Virginia Kahl.
K-2 Scribner, 1963. 31p. Trade ed. $3.25; Library ed. $3.12 net.
An amusing read-aloud story, told in rhyme, of a large-scale feudal kidnapping for
which the punishment fit the crime. The wicked robber baron who held for ransom
the thirteen little daughters of the Duke and Duchess found that the little darlings
were robbing him of food, rest, and peace of mind. He sent them home, one by one,
with gifts; the Duke felt that they might divide the responsibility, but the Baron
firmly insisted on returning the creatures. Girls in numbers, he had found, were a
menace. "Oh, maidens need a lot of care-My word to robbers is 'Beware! ' It's the
worst mistake I ever made. I'm leaving for the next Crusade." The use of medieval
terms is moderate, but there are just enough to intrigue the listener. Good style,
good spoof.
Ad Kavaler, Lucy. The Artificial World Around Us; drawings by Gloria McKeown.
6-9 Day, 1963. 12 5p. $3.50.
A report on some of the synthesized products, or ingredients of products, being mar-
keted today: artificial smells and tastes, artificial foods, man-made rubies and dia-
monds, plastics as hard as metal. The text is not as unified as that of the author's
previous book, The Wonders of Algae, but it is well-written; here the diversity of
topics produces, in most of the book, a cataloging of bits of information. The mate-
rial is interesting enough-and topical enough-to avoid being repetitious or diffuse.
An index is appended.
R Kirtland, G. B. One Day in Aztec Mexico; drawings by Jerome Snyder. Har-
6- court, 1963. 4 0p. Trade ed. $2.50; Library ed. $2.67 net.
Another book in second person, set in the past, and showing-via a single day in the
life of one family-a great deal about the culture and the language. Here two Mexican
children in 1510 are awaiting the birth of a baby. As the children go through their
day, they describe for the reader (chiefly through conversation) affairs of the house-
hold, Aztec foods, ceremonies, education, etc. The text uses Aztec words in a con-
text that makes them comprehensible; a glossary is appended. Both the writing and
the illustrations are humorous as well as informative.
Ad Kopczynski, Anna. Jerry and Ami; story and pictures by Anna Kopczynski.
3-6 Scribner, 1963. 40p. Trade ed. $2.75; Library ed. $2.76 net.
yrs.
Quiet and pleasantly gentle, a simple narration of a boy and his dog. Jerry was an
infant and Ami a puppy when they first met, and they played together through the cy-
cles of the years until Jerry was six. Ami moped on Jerry's first day at school, but
soon realized that Jerry had not disappeared forever. The story is a bit slow-mov-
ing and the ending is rather weak, but it is-especially for children with pets-a
story with homespun appeal, not marred by sentimentality.
M Laughlin, Florence. The Mystery of the McGilley Mansion; illus. by Jane
4-6 Oliver. Lothrop, 1963. 160p. $3.
Tod and Susan Brink stay with a neighbor while their mother is away, and they find
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Mrs. McGilley a delightful but peculiar companion. Her house is huge and almost
bare, concealing somewhere a hidden treasure; she has a pet sea lion, she starves
until her social security check comes and then goes on a spending spree. Just as
the mansion is to be sold for back taxes, the children save the day. Mrs. McGilley
is an appealing character but is very much overdrawn; the plot is thin and patterned.
The story, despite all its improbabilities, is written in a light and easy style that is
pleasant.
R Lindgren, Astrid (Ericsson). Lotta on Troublemaker Street; illus. by Ilon
5-7 Wikland. Macmillan, 1963. 57p. $3.50.
yrs.
A lightly humorous and realistic read-aloud story about one ploy of a child of five.
Lotta begins her day by being cross; she cuts up a sweater and, feeling guilty, de-
cides that her family is mean to her and she must move. She invites herself to move
to the home of a neighbor; Mrs. Berg obligingly plays along with the idea, as do
Lotta's parents. When it grows dark, the child is delighted to be welcomed home.
Lotta's mischief is apologized for and pardoned; her parents are gentle, but her
older brother is realistically scornful. Written with realism and simplicity, and en-
gagingly illustrated.
R Marks, Mickey Klar. Sand Sculpturing; photographs by Sidney G. Bernard.
5-9 Dial, 1962. 38p. $2.75.
A good "how-to" book that gives clear step-by-step directions for making plaster
plaques from impressions in a box of sand. Tools are inexpensive, most of them
suggested being household objects; advice is given on the purchasing of sand and
plaster. Photographs are clear and well-placed; the text is written in a simple and
straightforward style. The explanations are clear enough for independent home use,
and the book should be useful for art classes in both elementary and high schools.
NR Martinez, Carmel. Susan Peck, Late of Boston. Putnam, 1962. 187p. $3.50.
7-9
In 1819, Susan Peck sailed from Boston to San Francisco to join her father, who had
just married again. Susan knew that they would live in the Spanish fortress, the
Presidio, but was unprepared for the fact that her new stepmother would be only
nineteen. Susan had trouble adjusting to the mores and strictures of the colony, and
found it most difficult to accept her stepmother. It is unfortunate that a story with a
background of great potential interest should be so marred by poor writing as to be
very weak: dialogue and characterization are especially unconvincing. The book is
burdened by such phrases as, "She could not help sighing and laughing at the same
time.", "Even an adult Bostonian like Mrs. Saltonstall had to reveal surprise as she
looked at Marta.", or, "Susan found her mouth opening and closing in wonderment."
M Miller, Arthur. Jane's Blanket; illus. by Al Parker. Crowell-Collier, 1963.
2-3 64p. (Modern Masters Books for Children.) $1.95.
An oversize book, pleasantly illustrated, that tells the story of a child who outgrew
the baby blanket to which she had clung. Very much like Brown's read-aloud book,
Benjy's Blanket (Watts, 1962) but not quite as appropriate for the intended audience;
the theme is more suitable for the small child than for the independent reader. For
reading aloud, Jane's Blanket is slow and seems over-extended. Jane is first pre-
sented as an infant; after she is in school and a reader, she demands the remnant of
her old blanket, feeling content only when the threads are used by a robin to line a
next.
R Myrick, Mildred. The Secret Three; drawings by Arnold Lobel. Harper, 1963.
2-4 6 4p. (I Can Read Books.) Trade ed. $1.95; Library ed. $2.19 net.
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An imaginative treatment of a brief and realistic adventure at the seashore. Two
boys find a note in a bottle, and return a coded message to the sender (son of a near-
by lighthouse keeper) by high tide. They form a secret club, replete with code writ-
ing, secret signs, club name, etcetera. The cryptography is elementary enough for
the age of the reader, and should delight girls as well as boys. The illustrations are
charming; both illustrator and author have somehow managed to incorporate into a
small book a great deal of seaside atmosphere.
M Myrus, Donald. Story in the Sand; by Donald Myrus and Albert Squillace.
K-2 Macmillan, 1963. 51p. illus. Trade ed. $3.50; Library ed. $3.44 net.
A picture book illustrated by photographs, some of which are lovely scenes of the
beach and most of which are pictures of drawings in the sand. Supposedly these are
drawn by the child who tells the story, but many of them are clearly beyond a small
child's ability. Jeff draws sand pictures, meets a little girl named Jenny, Jenny
draws sand pictures, Jeff draws more sand pictures. Occasionally the text has a
quite perceptive bit of writing-such as Jeff's reaction to Jenny's criticism-but the
story is a contrived affair to fit a too-long series of photographs.
R Ness, Evaline. Josefina February; written and illus. by Evaline Ness. Scrib-
5-7 ner, 1963. 29p. Trade ed. $3.25; Library ed. $3.12 net.
yrs.
A brief and gentle read-aloud story, illustrated by rather sophisticated woodblock
prints, and set in Haiti. Josefina lived alone with her grandfather, Mr. February;
she wanted to give her grandfather a pair of real leather shoes for his birthday, but
her day was disrupted when a baby burro wandered over. Josefina loved the burro
on sight, but she gave him up in a trade for the shoes. That night Mr. February told
her that the man who had the burro needed help with his responsibilities . . . the door
opened, and in wobbled the burro. The background locale lends an occasional note of
interest, but the story is little concerned with Haiti; it has a warm and universal ap-
peal.
Ad Noble, Iris. Egypt's Queen Cleopatra. Messner, 1963. 191p. $3.25.
7-10
An interesting biography of Cleopatra, with smooth integration of details of political
intrigue and military conflicts, both Egyptian and Roman. Cleopatra's relationships
with Caesar and with Marc Anthony are neither glossed over nor ignored; fictional-
ization is moderate in quality although abundantly present. The writing style is a bit
weak: occasionally florid, "His magnetic voice, so compelling that none could resist
it, reached out to the farthest streets." and occasionally careless, "She refused to be
the husband of her brother as she was supposed to do." or, "Is Iras asleep? No, leave
her sleep." An index is appended.
NR Parsons, Virginia. Play; written and illus. by Virginia Parsons. Doubleday,
3-4 1963. 22p. $1.50.
yrs.
An oversize picture book with a very slight amount of text; a line or two on each
page refers to the sort of play in the illustration; sets of facing pages alternate,
black-and-white or full color. The writing is pedestrian, the illustrations rather
busy.
Ad Peare, Catherine Owens. Melor, King Arthur's Page; illus. by Paul Frame.
4-6 Putnam, 1963. 157p. $3.
Melor, son of King Gurdin, comes to Camelot when King Arthur sends for him to
serve as the royal page. Untrained, quick-tempered, and loyal, Melor alternately
pleases and vexes the King; after he saves the king's life during a boar hunt, Melor
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is told that he will achieve his heart's desire and be made King Arthur's squire. The
period details of medieval life and chivalric practices are meticulously correct, but
the story drags. The author, a superb biographer, is not yet adept at writing fiction;
the style is not smooth and the dialogue is often stilted.
Ad Priolo, Pauline. Bravo Marco! A Picture Book in English and Italian; illus.
3-4 by Betty F. Peterson. Parnassus, 1963. 48p. Trade ed. $3.25; Library
ed. $3.36 net.
A bilingual picture story that, like Ramon Makes a Trade, has the English version
at the top of the page and the Italian at the bottom. The print in Italian is slightly
smaller, but the difference is not as sharp as in the earlier title, which used two dif-
ferent colors, and on some pages the format is confusing. The story can be used by
Italian-speaking children who are learning English as well as for English-speaking
students of Italian. Illustrations are adequate, but not outstanding; the story is gentle,
simple, and gay. Marco and his grandfather have a brand-new, home-made, wonder-
fully-decorated donkey cart-but no donkey. Their acquisition of the donkey Serafina
is the result of Marco's ingenuity, the patience of both Marco and his grandfather,
the good nature of Serafina's owner, and the lively interest of everybody in town.
M Provensen, Alice. Karen's Curiosity; by A. and M. Provensen. Golden Press,
4-6 1963. 22p. illus. Trade ed. $2.65; Library ed. $1.99 net.
Engaging pictures accompany a whimsical rhyming text that is sometimes charming
and occasionally affords opportunities for confusion. "What are those? A row of toes.
How many is four? How much is more? Is rain made of water? Is a mother a daugh-
ter?" Occasionally the illustrations add to the possibilities for confusion; for exam-
ple, the page that asks "How many is four?" shows a child holding up fingers (not
four, in either hand) and shows three rabbits. Sometimes the questions are answered,
sometimes not. There is a humor and an appeal in the childlike questioning that is
more likely to be appreciated by adults than by the small child to whom this is very
ordinary conversation.
M Provensen, Alice. Karen's Opposites; by A. and M. Provensen. Golden Press,
4-6 1963. 23p. illus. Trade ed. $2.65; Library ed. $1.99 net.
A companion volume to Karen's Curiosity; here two small girls engage in diverse
activities, at times noting opposites in what both are doing (both eating a hot dog,
then eating cold ice cream) and at times each doing the opposite from the other (one
whispers, one shouts). The pictures have a charming simplicity; the text is a bit
more consistent than in the title reviewed above, although the illustrations here do
not always clarify the text. In neither book is the "Karen" of the title identified.
R Rendina, Laura (Jones) Cooper. World of Their Own. Little, 1963. 205p.
7-10 $3.50.
A group of young people from Florida go to a tobacco camp for a summer of hard
work, the boys as pickers, the girls to sew and bundle leaves. As the summer pro-
gresses, each gains something from the group experience: the rebel, Pete, learns
to be friendly-the popular Kit begins to understand how she has been trading on her
charm-shy Paula relaxes enough to talk to a boy. An interesting background, and
well-integrated into the picture of camp life. The writing style is good, characters
are nicely differentiated, and the story achieves convincingly an impression of the
growth of loyalties and cooperative behavior.
R Ressner, Phil. August Explains; pictures by Crosby Bonsall. Harper, 1963.
K-2 28p. Trade ed. $2.50; Library ed. $2.57 net.
A most amusing read-aloud picture book, with humorous illustrations that use the
oversize pages to advantage. A small bear asks August, an older bear who knows
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magic, if August could change him into a human. August explains that the cub would
have to be a young human; August explains and explains all the difficult things that
human children have to do. Wash with foamy stuff-manipulate difficult buttons-go
to school- -The small bear decides do stay a bear. The writing is light and easy;
text and illustrations are well-matched.
R Riedman, Sarah Regal. Naming Living Things; The Grouping of Plants and
5-7 Animals; illus. by Jerome P. Connolly. Rand McNally, 1963. 128p. $3.50.
Simply and lucidly written, an excellent book about the divisions of plants and animals
into classes, orders, genera, and species. The material is well-organized, profusely
and accurately illustrated, and fully indexed. The writing style is straightforward yet
not popularized, and the text is divided into short topics, so the book should be useful
for slow readers in junior high school.
R Roesch, Roberta Fleming. World's Fairs; Yesterday, Today, Tomorrow. Day,
5-9 1962. 96p. illus. Trade ed. $2.95; Library ed. $2.86 net.
An informally written book that describes, after a brief survey of fairs of centuries
ago, the major fairs of the United States and of Europe held in the past century. The
book concludes with a discussion of plans for the 1964-1965 fair to be held in New
York; a list of additional fairs and expositions is appended, as is a one-page index.
The material is colorful; photographs and old prints are interesting.
M Roy, Cal. What Every Young Wizard Should Know. Obolensky, 1963. 43p.
4-5 illus. $3.50.
A book of rhyming spells, with each rhyme part of a double-page spread illustrated
in red, black, and white; the illustrations are bold in design but are, on many pages,
distractingly page-filling. Some of the rhymes have the appeal of rhythm, and many
of them describe interesting odd creatures, but some of the rhymes seem merely
space-fillers, since they are not really spells. For example, "How foolish is the
Unicorn, Who lances lions with his horn, But often runs into a tree And traps him-
self most fatally. His relative, the Candlehorse, Would burn the whole woods down,
of course."
R Schaefer, Jack. The Plainsmen; illus. by Lorence Bjorklund. Houghton, 1963.
8- 252p. $3.25.
A collection of ten short stories that have been previously published in the past dec-
ade, all vignettes of Western life. Characterization is vivid, dialogue is flavorful and
authentic; the stories have variety of subject matter but are uniformly written with
gusto and humor. The author's style is distinctly his own, but is reminiscent often of
the way in which O. Henry deftly constructs short stories.
Ad Shuttlesworth, Dorothy Edwards. The Story of Cats; illus. by G. Don Ray.
6-9 Doubleday, 1962. 56p. $2.95.
An oversize book with illustrations in color. About half of the text is divided into
chapters on groups or breeds of cats, with identifying descriptions: "The Long-Haired
Beauties," "Long-Haired and Different: The Coon Cat" or "Short Hair-Smart Design."
Other chapters are on wild cats, unusual hunting cats, superstitions and legends, etc.
A good book for cat lovers, but not a complete reference source, since not all breeds
are pictured. Some of the material is extraneous or anecdotal; there is some advice
on training scattered through the text. A one-page index is appended.
Ad Simmons, Ellie. Mary, The Mouse Champion; story and pictures by Ellie
3-4 Simmons. McKay, 1963. 26p. $2.75.
A brief and lively story about a girl with a tender heart and an iron will . . as her
hapless father found, Mary kept finding ways to feed the poor little mice. Father
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baited a trap; Mary put a trail of cheese to form a detour around the trap. When the
mice took advantage of Mary's largesse (cornflakes in the doll-house) and kept Mary
awake at night, the Mouse Champion agreed with her father that the mice could find
a home elsewhere. Written with a light touch and illustrated by drawings that com-
bine sentimental floridity and fanciful humor.
Ad Simon, Mina (Lewiton). If You Were an Eel, How Would You Feel? by Mina
5-7 and Howard Simon. Follett, 1963. 31p. Trade ed. $2.95; Library ed.
yrs. $2.85 net.
An oversize read-aloud picture book, attractively illustrated, in which several ani-
mals describe themselves. The writing is rambling, pleasant, rather lyric here and
there; the text is slow and quiet, but does give information with easy brevity. "If I
were a bear I'd wear a brown thick coat of brown bear fur and have long claws at
the end of my paws. I'd roll my head from side to side holding it low as I go sham-
bling or ambling . .. " The text suggests to the child, in closing, that he might use
his imagination and think what it would be like to be other animals. The book may
be limited in appeal because it is quite static.
Ad Snow, Dorothea J. A Sight of Everything; illus. by Vee Guthrie. Houghton,
3-5 1963. 64p. Trade ed. $2.75; Library ed. $2.73 net.
Purdie Popejoy wanted, more than anything else in the world, a new wagon for his
large family: Mammy and Pappy and Granny "and so many young 'uns the neighbors
said if a body turned over a rock thereabouts a little Popejoy'd likely jump out."
Purdie's brothers and sisters kept taking up his time and his money, and he was
grumpy; then-at the Fourth of July doings-each Popejoy won a prize at some game,
and all contributed to make up the deficit for the wagon fund. There is some interest
in the southern mountain turn of phrase; this might be more effective were it used
only in conversation. The family relationships are sympathetic, but the plot is both
slight and predictable.
R Sobol, Rose. Stocks and Bonds; by Rose and Donald Sobol; illus. by Peter
7- Plasencia. Watts, 1963. 61p. $2.50.
A very good explanation of the way in which the stock market operates, with clear
explanations of the different kinds of stocks and bonds, of the various channels
through which they are bought and sold, and of the roles of brokers, exchanges,
group investments, and of financial terminology. The authors translate the listings
on financial pages of newspapers, give some good general advice to the prospective
investor, and include a list of often-used words and phrases about stocks and bonds.
An index is appended. A useful book.
R Spencer, Cornelia. Made in Japan illus. by Richard Powers and with photo-
7- graphs. Knopf, 1963. 133p. Trade ed. $3.95; Library ed. $3.59 net.
A fine informational book, attractively illustrated, with a section of photographs of
Japanese works of art bound in after the first chapter, which gives good historical
background for the remainder of the text. Chapters are on houses and temples, on
pottery and metal work, on tints and textures, on painting, on festivals, literature,
music, etcetera. Broad in scope, detailed in treatment, well-organized and smoothly
written; a bibliography and an extensive index are appended.
Ad Stambler, Irwin. Find a Career in Engineering; by Irwin Stambler and Gordon
7-10 Ashmead. Putnam, 1962. 160p. illus. $2.95.
A book about the engineering profession, with most of the chapters being devoted to
particular fields such as civil, chemical, mineral, or electrical engineering. Final
chapters discuss the choice of an engineering as a profession and preparations for
this career. Incorporated in these chapters are many helpful suggestions for sources
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of information, but the book does not give as many sources as does Coy's Engineers
and What They Do (Watts, 1961) which has a long list of career booklets and an ex-
tensive index. Although both books are authoritative and cover the same material,
the earlier book is much better written.
R Sterling, Dorothy. Forever Free; The Story of the Emancipation Proclama-
7-10 tion; illus. by Ernest Crichlow. Doubleday, 1963. 208p. $2.95.
A very well-documented and well-written history of slavery in the United States,
comprehensive in scope, vivid in detail, and dignified in approach. Mrs. Sterling re-
ports on Negro slaves in the north as well as in the south, on little-known individuals
as well as famous fighters for freedom. The progress toward abolition of slavery is
always presented against the background of other events; the story closes with the
issuance of the Emancipation Proclamation. A lengthy list of source materials is ap-
pended; the extensive index shows quoted material by use of italics.
NR Stevens, Carla. Rabbit and Skunk and the Scary Rock; pictures by Robert Kraus.
5-7 Scott, 1962. 44p. $2.75.
yrs.
A read-aloud picture book with cartoon-like illustrations. Rabbit and skunk lie down
for a nap in the shadow of a large rock, and are frightened away by strange noises;
Rabbit is sure the sounds are coming from the rock, but Skunk is suspicious and
throws carrots at the noise. Sure enough, out comes Woodchuck, who has been play-
ing a trick. "Didn't I tell you rocks can't make noises, Rabbit?" "Give me back my
carrots, I'm going home.", the story ends weakly. There is a small amount of humor
in the writing, but most of the conversation is rather dull and the story is thin.
Ad Tresselt, Alvin R. Under the Trees and Through the Grass; illus. by Roger
K-2 Duvoisin. Lothrop, 1962. 2 8p. Trade ed. $2.95; Library ed. $2.84 net.
A read-aloud picture book about the brook in a part of the forest and about some of
the animal life there. Each of the animals describes himself: mouse, bear, squirrel,
rabbit, otter, raccoon, beaver; the brook speaks, too, and the book closes with the
words of a child who has seen all the animals. Each description is brief, but gives
quite a bit about personality and habits-a limited but pleasant text, attractively il-
lustrated.
M Van Doren, Charles. Growing Up in the Great Depression; illus. by Joseph
6-7 Papin. Hill and Wang, 1963. 128p. Trade ed. $3.50; Library ed. $3.21 net.
An exceedingly dull book that gives a good deal of information about the causes of,
and some of the phenomena of, the depression. With a thin fictional framework, the
story has the ponderous quality of a documentary film. The two children of a family
in New York see apple sellers and soup kitchens; father's losses in the stock market
lead to the loss of his business, and he gets a job with WPA. The children are sent
to relatives on a farm; they then hit the road with a group of displaced young. Long
passages of information are presented in the guise of conversation.
R Wrightson, Patricia. The Feather Star; illus. by Noela Young. Harcourt,
6-9 1963. 160p. $2.95.
Lindy, fifteen, learns to understand herself and her relationships with other people
during a vacation summer in Australia. She has a first rather nervous rapport with
a boy who is sensitive enough to share with her an appreciation of poetry and of the
lovely sea creature, the feather star. She meets a hostile and bitter old man and is
shocked by his obduracy, and relieved to find her mother so understanding about
Lindy's disturbed concern. The story is far from the summer-romance formula
junior novel: it is written with perception and sensitivity. Characterization is superb,
with nuances of relationships evident in both conversation and narration.
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Ad Yamaguchi, Tohr. The Golden Crane; A Japanese Folktale; illus. by Marianne
4-5 Yamaguchi. Holt, 1963. 35 p. Trade ed. $3; Library ed. $2.96 net.
From the northwestern islands of Japan, a folk tale retold and nicely illustrated in
black-and-white; some of the drawings are dull, but several have interesting move-
ment and composition. The orphaned Yoshi lived with an old fisherman, and the boy
delighted in the sunrise flight of the beautiful sacred birds, the golden cranes. Find-
ing one with an injured wing, the two nursed the bird back to health; they refused to
sell the crane, even when their refusal to sell it to the Emperor meant imprison-
ment. When the sun rose the next morning, the townspeople saw that Toshi and the
old fisherman were being carried off into sunrise by the golden cranes. The writing
style is a little heavy, but not inappropriately so; the story is quite slow at the start;
page layout is distinctive.
R Yates, Elizabeth. Someday You'll Write. Dutton, 1962. 94p. $2.75.
6-8
Advice for the young on creativity in writing, with some concrete suggestions and a
good deal of rather generalized musing. Chapter division is on the basis of steps in
literary construction: "How To Select a Subject," "How To Start with an Interesting
Beginning and How To Make an Eding Come Gradually," "How To Continue-But Not
Too Far-and Keep Your Reader Interested." The writing is occasionally flowery,
but the book gives encouragement and makes some very sensible suggestions; the
author uses good examples to illustrate the points she is making.
Ad Zimnik, Reiner. The Bear on the Motorcycle; tr. by Cornelia Schaeffer.
K-2 Atheneum, 1963. 21p. illus. Trade ed. $3.25; Library ed. $3.07 net.
First published in Germany in 1962, a read-aloud picture book with illustrations
that are slightly grotesque, lively and humorous. The motorcycle-riding bear of the
Bumblefuss Circus was quiet and friendly, but he became annoyed by spectators who
thought he couldn't do anything but ride around in circles. He rode straight out of
the circus and drove around the streets until he ran out of gas; meekly the bear,
caught, trailed home, and after that he rode figure eights-or no-hands. Perform-
ance over, "he'd rumble, 'Just let's see you do that! "' at the children in the top rows.
Not a very substantial plot, but unified; the bear is a sympathetic character and the
book has humor in the situation if not in the writing.
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BANK-JENSEN. Play with Paper. 22
BANNON. Hawaiian Coffee Picker. 90
Barbie's Fashion Success. Maybee. 45
Barbie's New York Summer. Lawrence. 44
BARKER. Achilles the Donkey. 154
Baron's Booty. Kahl. 177
BARR. Horse for Sherry. 122
185
186
. Seven Chicks Missing. 1
BARTOS-HOPPNER. Cossacks. 170
Baseball Flyhawk. Christopher. 156
Batch of Trouble. More. 145
BATES, H. E. Achilles the Donkey. 154
BATES, Z. M. Roses Are Blue. 73
Bats and Balls. Lord. 113
BAUM. One Bright Monday Morning. 22
BAUMANN. I Marched with Hannibal. 22
BEACH. One Summer. 170
Bear Can't Bake a Cake for You. Clifford. 172
Bear on the Motorcycle. Zimnik. 184
BEATTY. At the Seven Stars. 170
. Bob Fulton's Amazing Soda-Pop
Stretcher. 137
BECK. First Book of Weeds. 170
Bee Is Born. Doering. 173
Before Adam. London. 84
BEHN. Faraway Lurs. 122
BEL GEDDES. I Like To Be Me. 155
Belle Arabelle. Marokvia. 97
BELMONT. Law, the Police Horse. 73
Beloved Botanist. Stoutenburg and Baker. 16
BELTING. Sun Is a Golden Earring. 73
BENARY-ISBERT. Time To Love. 37
BENDICK. Archimedes and the Door of Science.
138
Beowulf. Sutcliff. 66
BERENSTAIN. Big Honey Hunt. 138
BERG. Box for Benny. 23
BERGAUST. Rocket Power. 170
BERGER. Science and Music. 2
BERGERE. Homes of the Presidents. 90
BERRY. Buffalo Land. 106
Best Loved Doll. Caudill. 39
BETHERS. What Happens Underground? 2
BEVANS. Book of Sea Shells. 38
Beware the Hunter Jones. 176
B-G Fighter of Goliaths. Samuels. 15
BIERMAN. Skip a Heartbeat. 122
Big Dipper. Branley. 138
Big Honey Hunt. Berenstain. 138
Big Hunt. Gringhuis. 80
Big John's Secret. Jewett. 81
BIRD. Veteran Cars. 74
Bird in the Family. Brenner. 91
Bird Watcher's Guide. Collins. 55
Birthday. Clewes. 140
Birthday Present. Martin. 130
BIXBY. Race to the South Pole. 23
BLISH. Life for the Stars. 38
BLOCH. Aunt America. 123
. House on Third High. 2
Blueberry. Sandburg. 166
Blueberry Pie. Floethe. 79
Bob Fulton's Amazing Soda-Pop Stretcher.
Beatty. 137
Body in Action. Wilson. 104
BOLTON. Reunion in December. 23
BOND. More About Paddington. 23
BONSALL. Who's a Pest? 54
Book of Sea Shells. Bevans. 38
Book of Various Owls. Hollander. 112
BOOTH. Kalena and Sana. 74
BOOZ. Josephine. 155
BORG. Bru-The Brown Bear. 2
BORTEN. Copycat. 90
. Do You Move as I Do? 138
BOTHWELL. Mystery Angel. 138
BOTTOMLEY. Clifford the Clumsy Dragon. 91
Bouboukar, Child of the Sahara. Worthington. 136
Boundary Riders. Phipson. 116
BOUTELLE. Astronaut Witch. 23
Box for Benny. Berg. 23
BOYS. Soap Bubbles. 106
Boys Are Awful. McGinley. 62
BRADBURY, B. Amethyst Summer. 155
BRADBURY, R. R Is for Rocket. 91
BRADFORD. Pilgrim Courage. 000
BRADLEY. Mystery at the Shoals. 74
BRAENNE. Trina Finds a Brother. 38
BRAND, comp. Naughty Children. 171
BRANLEY. Big Dipper. 138
. Rockets and Satellites. 54
. What the Moon Is Like. 123
Brave Jimmy Stone. Arnold. 154
Bravo Marcol Priolo. 180
Breaking the Language Barrier. West. 68
BRENNER. Amy's Doll. 155
. Bird in the Family. 91
BRENTANO. Schoolmaster Whackwell's Wonder-
ful Sons. 106
BRESLIN. Can't Anybody Here Play This Game?
139
Brian Wildsmith's ABC. Wildsmith. 168
BRICK. Yankees on the Run. 38
Bride of Glory. Leighton. 96
BRIDGES. Ookie. 2
BRINDZE. All About Sailing the Seven Seas. 156
Bristle Face. Ball. 1
BROCK. Mary's Secret. 171
BROD. How Would You Act? 24
BRODERICK. Leete's Island Adventure. 3
BROMHALL. Middle Matilda. 24
BROOKMAN. Young in Love. 54
BROOKS. Picture Book of Tea and Coffee. 3
BROWN, M. B. Ice Cream for Breakfast. 106
BROWN, R. Little Brother. 156
BROWNER. Look Again! 107
Bru-The Brown Bear. Borg. 2
BRUCKNER. Viva Mexico. 24
BRUNHOFF. Serafina's Lucky Find. 3
BRYANT. Two Is Company. 3
BUCHANAN. Dr. Anger's Island. 38
BUCKLAND. Terriers. 91
BUCKLEY, H. E. Some Cheese for Charles. 139
. Where Did Josie Go? 123
BUCKLEY, P. Okolo of Nigeria. 91
BUDNEY. Cat Can't Count. 107
BUFF. Forest Folk. 74
Buffalo Land. Berry. 106
BULLA. Viking Adventure. 139
Bully of Barkham Street. Stolz. 167
BURACK, ed. Prize Contest Plays for Young Peo-
ple. 75
BURCH. Funny Place To Live. 92
BURTON. Castors Awayl 156
BUSBY. What Does a Librarian Do? 171
But Not Our Daddy. Fisher. 6
BUTLER. Light a Single Candle. 75
BYARS. Clementine. 3
CALHOUN. Hungry Leprechaun. 75
Cambodia: Land of Contrasts. Tooze. 102
CAMPBELL. Ten Cousins. 139
Can't Anybody Here Play This Game? Breslin. 139
Carbon-14. Poole. 34
CARLSON, N. S. Carnival in Paris. 4
. Jean-Claude's Island. 139
CARLSON, R. Water and the Thirsty Land. 29
Carnival in Paris. Carlson. 4
187
CARROLL. Where's the Kitty? 54
CARUSO. Ocean Harvest. 19
Case of the Missing Link. Clymer. 124
Cassie and the General. Graybill. 175
Castors Away! Burton. 156
Cat and Mrs. Cary. Gates. 57
Cat Can't Count. Budney. 107
Catch a Cricket. Stevens. 49
CATHON, comp. Perhaps and Perchance. 123
Cathy at the Crossroads. Faber. 26
CAUDILL. Best Loved Doll. 39
CAVANNA. Time for Tenderness. 4
CEDER. Winter without Salt. 92
Celebrating Christmas around the World.
Wernecke. 68
CHANDLER. Water Crazy. 75
CHAPIN. Remarkable Dolphin and What Makes Him
So. 55
CHARLES. How Do You Get from Here to There?
123
CHARLIP. Tree Angel. 62
CHAUNCY. Half a World Away. 124
CHENEY. Girl at Jungle's Edge. 76
Cherry Stones! Garden Swings! Eastwick. 40
Chicago: Big-Shouldered City. Kelly. 60
Chicken Soup with Rice. Sendak. 100
Chief Joseph. Davis and Ashabranner. 158
Children of Noisy Village. Lindgren. 96
Christmas Comes Once More. Luckhardt, comp. 45
Christmas Eve. Hurd. 42
Christmas Manger. McCandless. 45
CHRISTOPHER. Baseball Flyhawk. 156
CHUBB. Slavic Peoples. 24
CIARDI. Wish-Tree. 107
. You Read to Me, I'll Read to You. 140
Circle of Love. Nickerson. 46
City Boy, Country Boy. Schlein. 15
Civil War Sampler. Sobol. 66
CLAPESATTLE. Mayo Brothers. 124
Clare Goes to Holland. Pilgrim. 99
CLARK, A. N. Medicine Man's Daughter. 171
. Paco's Miracle. 39
CLARK, B. C. Useless Dog. 4
CLARK, F. Science and Music. 2
CLARKE, A. C. Dolphin Islahd. 172
. Indian Ocean Adventure. 39
CLARKE, W. D. Young Pathfinder's Book of
Oceans, Streams, and Glaciers. 107
CLAYTON. Second Best. 157
Clear Thinking. Ruchlis. 86




__ . Golden Eagle. 4
. Hidden Key. 5
CLIFFORD. Bear Can't Bake a Cake for You. 172
Clifford the Clumsy Dragon. Bottomley. 91
Clorinda Clementine. Washburn. 135
Clue of the Dead Duck. Young. 119
CLYMER. Case of the Missing Link. 124
COATSWORTH. Princess and the Lion. 124
. Ronnie and the Chief's Son. 92
Cockleberry Castle. Fenwick. 142
COHN. First Book of the Netherlands. 172
COLE, ed. Poems for Seasons and Celebrations. 39
COLLINS. Bird Watcher's Guide. 55
COLMAN. Mrs. Darling's Daughter. 5
. Peter's Brownstone House. 157
COLVIN. Lands and Peoples of Central America.
157
Come and Have Fun. Hurd. 162
COMMAGER. Crusaders for Freedom. 172
Concord Rebel. Derleth. 5
CONE. Reeney. 140
Congress. Johnson. 128
CONKLIN. We Like Bugs. 25
CONSTANT. Willie and the Wildcat Well. 76
Contrary Orphans. Stucley. 16
COOKE, D. C. Dirigibles that Made History. 107
COOKE, D. E. Marvels of American Industry. 76
COOLIDGE. Makers of the Red Revolution. 157
. Men of Athens. 55
COOMBS. Dorrie's Magic. 25
COOPER, E. K. Silkworms and Science. 55
COOPER, M. L. House on the Corner. 140
Copycat. Borten. 90
CORBETT. Cutlass Island. 92
. Disappearing Dog Trick. 172
COSGRAVE. America Sails the Seas. 108
Cossacks. Bartos-H6ppner. 170
COTTEN. Piney Woods. 173
COUGHLAN. Tropical Africa. 130
Countdown for Cindy. Engle. 174
Cousins at Camm Corners. Simon. 134
Cowboys and Cattle Country. American Heritage
Magazine and Ward, narr. 21
COWELL. Everyday Life in Ancient Rome. 55
CRAIG. Dragon in the Clock Box. 76
Crazy Cantilever and Other Science Experiments.
Kadesch. 43
CRIMMINS. Nicholas. 25
Crusaders for Freedom. Commager. 172
Crystal Cabinet. Gregory and Zaturenska. 111
Crystals. Wohlrabe. 168
CUNNINGHAM. Macaroon. 40
Curious George Learns the Alphabet. Rey. 165
CUSHMAN. Marvella's Hobby. 25
Cutlass Island. Corbett. 92
DAHL. Finding My Way. 77
DALEY. Kings of the Home Run. 26
Danger! Icebergs Ahead! Poole. 47
Dangerous Journey. Hamori. 8
DARBOIS. Agossou, Boy of Africa. 157
Dark Horse of Woodfield. Hightower. 111
DAUGHERTY. Great Archaeologists. 108
DAVIS, J. Ride with the Eagle. 125
DAVIS, R. G. Chief Joseph. 158
Dawn Mission. Engle. 158
Dear, Dear Livy. Stoutenburg and Baker. 135
Dear Dragon . . . Joslin. 9
DE ARMAND. Very, Very Special Day. 158
DE BORHEGYI. Museums. 108
DE CAMP. Man and Power. 40
Deep Down. Hogg. 127
Defiant Agents. Norton. 146
DeGERING. Seeing Fingers. 77
De JONG, D. Happy Birthday Egg. 5
De JONG, M. Singing Hill. 56
DE LA MARE. Magic Jacket. 93
Delectable Mountain. Govan. 80
DEL REY. Outpost of Jupiter. 141
DERLETH. Concord Rebel. 5
. Tent Show Summer. 141
DERWENT. Macpherson. 158
Diamond Cave Mystery. Folsom. 79
Diamond in the Window. Langton. 30
DICK. Island on the Border. 158
DICKSON. New Nigerians. 173
DILLON. King Big-Ears. 173
188
Dirigibles that Made History. Cooke. 107
Disappearing Dog Trick. Corbett. 172
Do You Move as I Do? Borten. 138
DOANE. Understanding Kim. 77
Dr. Anger's Island. Buchanan. 38
Dr. Seuss's Sleep Book. Seuss. 87
DODGE. Engineering Is Like This. 173
DOERING. Bee Is Born. 173
Dog Called Scholar. White. 151
Dog in the Tapestry Garden. Lathrop. 83
Dog So Small. Pearce. 131
Dog That Lost His Family. Latham and Lewi. 83
Dog's Boy. Hall. 8
DOLIN. Great Men of Science. 108
Dolores and the Gypsies. Strachan. 16
Dolphin Island. Clarke. 172
DOLSON. William Penn. 40
Donkey with Diamond Ears. Price. 47
DORIAN. Alligator's Toothache. 26
Dorrie's Magic. Coombs. 25
DOUGHERTY. Street of Churches. 40
DOUTY. America's First Woman Chemist. 5
DOW. Toys, Toddlers and Tantrums. 108
Dragon Hill. Walker. 67
Dragon in the Clock Box. Craig. 76
Dragon Summer. Arthur. 121
Dragon's Quest. Manning. 32
Drink for Little Red Diker. Thayer. 149
DUBKIN. Quiet Street. 174
Duck for Keeps. Kay. 10
Duck on a Pond. Willard. 36
DUGGAN. Arches and Spires. 93
. Growing Up in 13th Century England. 77
DU JARDIN. Someone To Count On. 77
DUPUY. First Book Military History of World War
II, 1939-1943. 109
. First Book Military History of World War
II, 1944-1945. 109
Dusty and the Fiddlers. Miles. 98
EAGER. Seven-Day Magic. 78
Eagle Feather Prize. Hoffine. 127
Earrings for Celia. Grace. 143
EASTMAN. Snow. 93
EASTWICK. Cherry Stones! Garden Swings! 40
Echo Song. Fry. 7
Eddie No-Name. Fall. 159
EDMONDS. They Had a Horse. 109
Egg on Her Face. Smith. 118
EGNER. Karius and Baktus. 6
Egypt's Queen Cleopatra. Noble. 179
Elephi. Stafford. 49
Elizabite. Rey. 34
ELKIN. Al and the Magic Lamp. 125
Elly the Elephant. Simon. 101
Emperor and the Drummer Boy. Robbins. 64
Engineering Is Like This. Dodge. 173
Engines. Meyer. 115
ENGLE, E. Countdown for Cindy. 174
. Dawn Mission. 158
. Sea Challenge. 159
ENGLE, P. Golden Child. 56
ENRIGHT. Tatsinda. 159
EPSTEIN. First Book of Teaching Machines. 6
_____. Grandpa's Wonderful Glass. 125
. Plant Explorer. 51
Eskimos Knew. Pine and Levine. 116
ETS. Gilberto and the Wind. 159
EVANS. Written with Fire. 41
EVARTS. Secret of the Himalayas. 41
EVATT. Mystery of Lonesome Manor. 109
EVERSON. American Movie. 141
Everyday Life in Ancient Rome. Cowell. 55
Extra-Special Room. Hill. 161
EYERLY. More than a Summer Love. 26
FABER, D. Printer's Devil to Publisher. 141
FABER, N. W. Cathy at the Crossroads. 26
Fabulous World of Opera. Samachson. 86
FACKLAM. Whistle for Danger. 109
FAIRSERVIS. Horsemen of the Steppes. 93
FALL. Eddie No-Name. 159
Famous Industrialists. Lavine. 10
Fanfare for Two. Hall. 176
FANNING. Fathers of Industries. 78
Faraway Lurs. Behn. 122
Faraway Princess. Oliver. 13
FARMER. Master Surgeon. 141
Fathers of Industries. Fanning. 78
FATIO. Red Bantam. 110
FAXON. Young Explorer's New York. 56
FEAGLES. Genie and Joe Maloney. 125
Feather Star. Wrightson. 183
FELTON. Horse Named Justin Morgan. 93
FENTON. Animals and Plants. 94
. Reptiles and Their World. 6
FENWICK. Cockleberry Castle. 142
FIEDLER. Last Year. 110
Fields Breathe Sweet. Gibbs. 175
Find a Career in Engineering. Stambler and Ash-
mead. 182
Finding My Way. Dahl. 77
FINLAYSON. Runaway Teen. 142
First Book Military History of World War II, 1939-
1943. Dupuy. 109
First Book Military History of World War II, 1944-
1945. Dupuy. 109
First Book of Language and How To Use It. Apple-
gate. 105
First Book of New Zealand. Kaula. 9
First Book of Teaching Machines. Epstein. 6
First Book of the California Gold Rush. Havighurst.
161
First Book of the Human Senses. Liberty. 44
First Book of the Netherlands. Cohn. 172
First Book of the Vikings. Rich. 14
First Book of Weeds. Beck. 170
First Woman Ambulance Surgeon. Noble. 164
FISHER, A. L. I Like Weather. 126
. I Wonder How, I Wonder Why. 110
. My Cousin Abe. 78
FISHER, L. E. Head Full of Hats. 26
FISHER, M. M. But Not Our Daddy. 6
Fisherman and His Boat. Floethe. 6
Fishing River. Warner. 103
Flagon the Dragon. Smith. 101
FLEISCHMAN. Mr. Mysterious & Company. 41
FLEMING. Merry Adventures of Robin Hood Harlan.
78
FLETCHER. King's Goblet. 57
FLEURIDAS. I Learn To Swim. 110
FLOETHE. Blueberry Pie. 79
. Fisherman and His Boat. 6
FLORA. Kangaroo for Christmas. 27
Flowers of Field and Forest. Hylander. 95
Fofana. Guillot. 27
FOLSOM. Diamond Cave Mystery. 79
Footlights for Jean. Forbes-Robertson. 160
For the King. Welch. 20
FORBES-ROBERTSON. Footlights for Jean. 160
189
FORBUS. Melissa. 160
Forest Folk. Buff. 74
Forests of Adventure. Schmidt. 148
Forever Free. Sterling. 183
FOSTER. Honker Visits the Island. 174
Four Legs and a Tail. Jorgensen. 144
FOX. When Winter Comes. 41
Foxes and Wolves. Ripper. 14
Fraidy Cat. Hogan. 59
FRANCHERE. Jack London: The Pursuit of a
Dream. 79
FRANKEL. Seven Monkeys. 142
Franklin Delano Roosevelt. Thomas. 50
FRASER. Arturo and Mr. Bang. 126
FRAZIER. One Long Picnic. 7
FREEMAN, D. Ski Pup. 142
FREEMAN, I. M. All About Sound and Ultra-
sonics. 57
French and Indian Wars. American Heritage
Magazine and Russell, narr. 89
FRIBOURG. Ports of Entry, U.S.A. 142
Friendly Frontier. Meyer. 97
Friendly Place. Webb. 103
Friendship Tree. Hubbell. 59
FRIERMOOD. Ballad of Calamity Creek. 27
FRITZ. San Francisco. 57
__ . Tap, Tap, Lion - 1, 2, 3. 126
From the Eagle's Wing. Swift. 102
FROST. Really Not Really. 94
Fruitcake and Arsenic. Hemphill. 95
FRY. Echo Song. 7
. Riddle of the Figurehead. 174
FULLER. Keo the Cave Boy. 7
Fun with Brand-New Games. MacFarlan. 45
Funny Place To Live. Burch. 92
Fun-Time Terrariums and Aquariums. Leavitt
and Huntsberger. 11
GAGE. Miss Osborne-the-Mop. 110
GARDNER. Mathematical Puzzles. 57
GARELICK. Sounds of a Summer Night. 175
GARTHWAITE. Holdup on Bootjack Hill. 126
GATES. Cat and Mrs. Cary. 57
Genie and Joe Maloney. Feagles. 125
Gennarino. Simbari. 65
George Gershwin. Jablonski. 144
GEORGE. Summer of the Falcon. 58
George the Gentle Giant. Holl. 81
Getting To Know Egypt, U.A.R. Wallace. 68
Getting To Know Indonesia. Taylor. 50
GIANNONI. Golden Book of Gardening. 7
Giant Golden Book of Birds. Allen. 73
GIBBS. Fields Breathe Sweet. 175
GIBSON. Martha's Secret Wish. 79
GIDAL. My Village in England. 143
. My Village in Italy. 79
Gift for Genghis Khan. Alberts. 21
Gilberto and the Wind. Ets. 159
GILMORE. Model Rockets for Beginners. 7
Girl at Jungle's Edge. Cheney. 76
Girl in April. Thorvall. 150
Girls Are Silly. Nash. 13
GITTINGS. Story of John Keats. 126
Giving Gift. Power-Waters. 63
GLASGOW. Old Wind and Liu Li-San. 58
Glass Ball. Mayne. 12
GLEN. Wonderful New Book of Ballet. 94
Glorious Christmas Soup Party. Hale. 27
GLUBOK. Art of Ancient Egypt. 80
. Art of Lands in the Bible. 160
GOETZ. Swamps. 58
Golden Book of Gardening. Giannoni and Reit. 7
Golden Child. Engle. 56
Golden Crane. Yamaguchi. 184
Golden Eagle. Clewes. 4
Golden Seed. Konopnicka. 113
Golden Touch. Johnson. 128
Golly and the Gulls. Harnden. 176
Good Hunting Little Indian. Parish. 115
Good Night, Mr. Beetle. Jacobs. 176
Goodbye Blue Jeans. Avery. 154
Gorgon's Head. Serraillier. 166
GOVAN. Delectable Mountain. 80
Government at Work. Schull. 133
GRACE. Earrings for Celia. 143
GRAMET. Wonder that Is You. 8
Grandpa's Wonderful Glass. Epstein. 125
GRANT. Star-Spangled Rooster. 8
Grass Rope. Mayne. 46
GRAY, E. I Will Adventure. 42
GRAY, J. India's Tales and Legends. 42
GRAYBILL. Cassie and the General. 175
Great Archaeologists. Daugherty. 108
Great Days of the Circus. American Heritage
Magazine and Hubbard, narr. 21
Great Fire. Hope-Simpson. 28
Great Men of Science. Dolin. 108
GREENE, C. I Want To Be a Musician. 127
GREENE, L. Johnny Unitas Story. 160
GREGORY. Crystal Cabinet. 111
Greg's Microscope. Selsam. 148
Griffin and the Minor Canon. Stockton. 149
GRIFFITH. Jenny, the Fire Maker. 143
GRIMM. Seven Ravens. 160
GRINGHUIS. Big Hunt. 80
Growing Up in the Great Depression. Van Doren.
183
Growing Up in 13th Century England. Duggan. 77
Grue of Ice. Jenkins. 43
Guards for Matt. Lord. 12
GUILLOT. Fofana. 27
GURKO. Restless Spirit. 27
Gus Was a Friendly Ghost. Thayer. 17
Gutzon Borglum. Price. 14
HABER. Stars, Men and Atoms. 175
Hakon of Rogen's Saga. Haugaard. 143
HALE. Glorious Christmas Soup Party. 27
Half a World Away. Chauncy. 124
HALL, A. Search for Lancelot's Sword. 175
HALL, M. Fanfare for Two. 176
HALL, R. Dog's Boy. 8
HAMORI. Dangerous Journey. 8
HAMRE. Perilous Wings. 42
Hand-Me-Down-House. Norfleet. 85
Hans and Peter. Petrides. 164
Hans Andersen's Fairy Tales. Andersen. 153
Hans Christian Andersen Fairy Tale Book. Ander-
sen. 137
Happy Birthday Egg. De Jong. 5
Happy Birthday, Mom! Ayars. 154
Harmonious World of Johann Kepler. Rosen. 132
HARNDEN. Golly and the Gulls. 176
HARTWELL. Something for Laurie. 111
HARVEY. Quest of Archimedes. 161
HAUGAARD. Hakon of Rogen's Saga. 143
HAUTZIG. Let's Make Presents. 111
HAVIGHURST. First Book of the California Gold
Rush. 161
HAVREVOLD. Summer Adventure. 80
190
Hawaii. Knowlton. 145
Hawaiian Coffee Picker. Bannon. 90
HAYES. Project: Genius. 42
HAYS. Highland Halloween. 80
. Pup Who Became a Police Dog. 161
HAYWOOD. Snowbound with Betsy. 8
Head Full of Hats. Fisher. 26
HEAL. What Happened to Jenny. 94
HEIDERSTADT. Lois Says Aloha. 176
HEILBRONER. Robert the Rose Horse. 81
. This Is the House Where Jack Lives. 58
HEINLEIN. Podkayne of Mars. 95
HEMPHILL. Fruitcake and Arsenic. 95
HENDRICH. Baby in the Schoolroom. 28
Henri's Walk to Paris. Klein. 82
Henry and the Clubhouse. Cleary. 4
Here's Barbie. Lawrence and Maybee. 44
Heroic Deeds of Beowulf. Schmitt, ed. 99
HESS. Rabbits in the Meadow. 144
Hidden Key. Clewes. 5
Hiding Place. Mantle. 163
Highland Halloween. Hays. 80
HIGHTOWER. Dark Horse of Woodfield. 111
HILL, M. Extra-Special Room. 161
HILL, R. What Colonel Glenn Did All Day. 127
HIRSCHFELD. Stagestruck. 127
HOBAN. London Men and English Men. 28
. Some Snow Said Hello. 144
HOFFINE. Eagle Feather Prize. 127
HOFSINDE. Indian Hunting. 81
HOGAN. Fraidy Cat. 59
HOGG. Deep Down. 127
HOKE, comp. Love, Love, Love. 95
HOLDING. Lazy Little Zulu. 59
Holdup on Bootjack Hill. Garthwaite. 126
HOLL. George the Gentle Giant. 81
HOLLANDER. Book of Various Owls. 112
Homes of the Presidents. Bergere. 90
Honker Visits the Island. Foster. 174
HOOPES. What the President Does All Day. 95
Hop on Pop. Seuss. 133
HOPE-SIMPSON. Great Fire. 28
HORIZON Magazine. Knights of the Crusades. 112
HORN. New Home. 161
Horse for Sherry. Barr. 122
Horse Named Justin Morgan. Felton. 93
Horse of Another Color. Kravetz. 29
Horsemen of the Steppes. Fairservis. 93
HOUGH. Algernon. 81
House of Flowers, House of Stars. Montresor. 33
House on East 88th Street. Waber. 19
House on the Corner. Cooper. 140
House on Third High. Bloch. 2
How Animals Live Together. Selsam. 166
How Basketball Began. Le Grand. 96
How Big Is a Foot? Myller. 131
How Do You Get from Here to There? Charles. 123
How Many Teeth? Showers. 134
How To Go About Laying an Egg. Waber. 135
How Would You Act? Brod. 24
HUBBARD, narr. Great Days of the Circus. 21
HUBBELL. Friendship Tree. 59
Hungry Leprechaun. Calhoun. 75
HUNTSBERGER. Fun-Time Terrariums and Aquari-
ums. 11
HURD. Christmas Eve. 42
. Come and Have Fun. 162
__ . No Funny Business. 8
HUTCHINS. Lives of an Oak Tree. 162
. This Is a Flower. 162
. This Is a Leaf. 128
HYLANDER. Flowers of Field and Forest. 95
I Am Andy. Steiner. 35
I'm Not Me. Livingston. 113
I Learn To Swim. Fleuridas. 110
I Like To Be Me. Bel Geddes. 155
I Like Weather. Fisher. 126
I Marched with Hannibal. Baumann. 22
I See What I See! Selden. 86
I Want To Be a Musician. Greene. 127
I Was Kissed by a Seal at the Zoo. Palmer. 98
I Will Adventure. Gray. 42
I Wish I Had Another Name. Williams and Lubell.
68
I Wonder How, I Wonder Why. Fisher. 110
Ice Cream for Breakfast. Brown. 106
Ice Falcon. Ritchie. 99
If You Were an Eel, How Would You Feel? Simon.
182
Illampu. Radau. 34
In Love and War. Wilson. 152
In Place of Katia. Kay. 128
Indian Hunting. Hofsinde. 81
Indian Ocean Adventure. Clarke. 39
India's Tales and Legends. Gray. 42
Invitation to Music. Siegmeister. 65
IRVING. Volcanoes and Earthquakes. 128
IRWIN. Soap Bubbles. 106
Is Susan Here? Udry. 18
Island of Fish in the Trees. Wuorio. 20
Island on the Border. Dick. 158
Israel. St. John and LIFE Magazine. 130
JABLONSKI. George Gershwin. 144
Jack Is Glad, Jack Is Sad. Steiner. 118
Jack London: The Pursuit of a Dream. Franchere.
79
JACOBS. Good Night, Mr. Beetle. 176
JAFFE. Last of the Wizards. 28
JANE. Mystery Behind Dark Windows. 43
Jane's Blanket. Miller. 178
Janetta's Magnet. Lattimore. 129
Japanese Fairy Tales. Marmur, tr. 32
JARMAN. Picture History of Italy. 112
Jean-Claude's Island. Carlson. 139
JEANES. Water and the Thirsty Land. 29
Jeff and Mr. James' Pond. Meeks. 115
JENKINS. Grue of Ice. 43
Jenny, the Fire Maker. Griffith. 143
Jerry and Ami. Kopczynski. 177
JEWETT. Big John's Secret. 81
John F. Kennedy and PT-109. Tregaskis. 135
John H. Glenn: Astronaut. Pierce and Schuon. 132
John Milton. Strousse. 102
Johnny Unitas Story. Greene. 160
JOHNSON, A. Golden Touch. 128
__ . Pickpocket Run. 9
. Wilderness Bride. 59
JOHNSON, E. Piankhy the Great. 82
JOHNSON, G. Congress. 128
. Supreme Court. 29
JOHNSON, M. Kelpie. 9
JOHNSON, RONALD. Science of Ourselves. 97
JOHNSON, RYERSON. Upstairs and Downstairs.
162
JOHNSON, S., comp. Princesses. 96
JOHNSTON. Wishing Star. 162
Jonathan and the Dragon. Shapiro. 148
JONES. Beware the Hunter! 176
191
JORDAN. Take Me to My Friend. 112
JORGENSEN. Four Legs and a Tail. 144
Jusefina February. Ness. 179
Josephine. Booz. 155
JOSLIN. Baby Elephant and the Secret Wishes. 43
. Dear Dragon ... 9
Joy Is Not Herself. Lee. 129
Junkyard Planet. Piper. 99
JUSTUS. New Boy in School. 144
KADESCH. Crazy Cantilever and Other Science
Experiments. 43
KASTNER. When I Was a Boy. 60
KAHL. Baron's Booty. 177
Kaiulani. Webb. 19
Kalena and Sana. Booth. 74
Kangaroo for Christmas. Flora. 27
Karen's Curiosity. Provensen. 180
Karen's Opposites. Provensen. 180
Karius and Baktus. Egner. 6
KAULA. First Book of New Zealand. 9
KAVALER. Artificial World Around Us. 177
KAY, H. Duck for Keeps. 10
KAY, M. In Place of Katia. 128
KEATING. Young American Looks at Denmark.
163
KEATS. Snowy Day. 60
KEESHAN. She Loves Me . . She Loves Me Not.
112
KELLY. Chicago: Big-Shouldered City. 60
Kelpie. Johnson. 9
KENNISTON. Man Who Loved Birds. 60
KENNY. Miracle Metals. 84
Keo the Cave Boy. Fuller. 7
KESSEL. Lion. 60
Kiki's Play House. Steiner. 16
KING. What Would You Do ... ? 82
King Big-Ears. Dillon. 173
King's Goblet. Fletcher. 57
Kings of the Home Run. Daley. 26
KIRTLAND. One Day in Aztec Mexico. 177
KISINGER. Too Late Tomorrow. 82
Kitten Who Barked. Untermeyer. 36
KLEIN. Henri's Walk to Paris. 82
. Mud! Mud! Mud! 29
KNIGHT. Robert Koch. 61
Knight of the Middle Ages. Welker. 151
Knights of the Crusades. HORIZON Magazine and
Williams. 112
KNOWLTON. Hawaii. 145
KOMROFF. Thomas Jefferson. 83
KONOPNICKA. Golden Seed. 113
KOPCZYNSKI. Jerry and Ami. 177
KRASILOVSKY. Susan Sometimes. 129
KRAUS. Trouble with Spider. 29
KRAVETZ. Horse of Another Color. 29
KRUSCH. Land and People of Denmark. 51
KUMIN. Archibald the Traveling Poodle. 145
. No One Writes a Letter to the Snail. 61
KUSKIN. Alexander Soames: His Poems. 83
KYLE. Portrait of Lisette. 163
LADD. Mystery for Meg. 30
Lady of the Linden Tree. Picard. 14
Land and People of Denmark. Wohlrabe and Krusch.
51
Land and People of Indonesia. Smith. 15
Land of Silence. Wright. 104
LANDAU. What Is Relativity? 43
Lands and Peoples of Central America. Colvin. 157
LANGTON. Diamond in the Window. 30
LaPAZ. Space Nomads. 61
Last Frontier. Adams. 21
Last of the Wizards. Jaffe. 28
Last Year. Fiedler and Reuter. 110
Late Cuckoo. Slobodkin. 65
LATHAM. Dog That Lost His Family. 83
. Man of the Monitor. 10
LATHROP. Dog in the Tapestry Garden. 83
LATTIMORE. Janetta's Magnet. 129
LAUBER. Your Body. 30
LAUGHLIN. Mystery of the McGilley Mansion. 177
LAVINE. Famous Industrialists. 10
Law, the Police Horse. Belmont. 73
LAWRENCE, C. Barbie's New York Summer. 44
. Here's Barbie. 44
LAWRENCE, M. Starry Answer. 10
Lawrence of Arabia. MacLean. 31
Lazy Little Zulu. Holding. 59
Lazy Tinka. Seredy. 64
LEAR. Owl and the Pussy-Cat. 10
LEAVITT. Fun-Time Terrariums and Aquariums.
11
LEE. Joy Is Not Herself. 129
Leete's Island Adventure. Broderick. 3
LE GRAND. How Basketball Began. 96
. Samson Catches a Mystery. 11
LEIGHTON. Bride of Glory. 96
L'ENGLE. Moon by Night. 129
Lenny's 20 Pennies. Soule. 66
LENSKI. Policeman Small. 44
LEODHAS. Thistle and Thyme. 11
LERNER. Red Man, White Man, African Chief. 30
LESLIE. Scent of the Roses. 130
Let's Be Indians. Parish. 46
Let's Find Out about Houses. Shapp. 35
Let's Find Out about Policemen. Shapp. 100
Let's Find Out about Spring. Shapp. 148
Let's Find Out about Wheels. Shapp. 101
Let's Go To Vote. McCarthy. 130
Let's Make Presents. Hautzig. 111
LEVINE, J. Eskimos Knew. 116
LEVINE, R. Arthur. 113
LEWI. Dog That Lost His Family. 83
LEWIS. Summer Adventure. 61
LEXAU. Millicent's Ghost. 11
. Olaf Is Late. 163
LEY. Poles. 84
LIBERTY. First Book of the Human Senses. 44
Library Mice. Sanders. 34
Life for the Stars. Blish. 38
LIFE Magazine. Israel. 130
" Life Treasury of American Folklore. 31
. Poles. 84
. Tropical Africa. 130
Life-Savers. Cleveland. 124
Life Treasury of American Folklore. LIFE Maga-
zine. 31
Light a Single Candle. Butler. 75
Lightning on Ice. Phillips. 146
LINDGREN. Children of Noisy Village. 96
. Lotta on Troublemaker Street. 178
. Mischievous Meg. 11
Lion. Kessel. 60
Lionhearted One. Weil. 103
Listening Walk. Showers. 15
LITTLE. Mine for Keeps. 11
Little Brother. Brown. 156
192
Little from Here, A Little for There. Watts. 103
Little Knight's Dragon. Trez. 150
Little Lamb's Curls. McMillan. 114
Little Old Bear. Van Stockum. 50
Little 1. Rand. 63
Little Owl. Zimnik and Axmann. 120
Little Ship That Went to Sea. Olds. 115
Little Store on the Corner. Miller. 32
Lives of an Oak Tree. Hutchins. 162
LIVINGSTON. I'm Not Me. 113
LOBEL. Prince Bertram the Bad. 145
Lois Says Aloha. Heiderstadt. 176
LONDON. Before Adam. 84
London. Rosenbaum. 132
London Men and English Men. Hoban. 28
Long Piece of String. Wondriska. 119
Look Again! Browner. 107
Look Alive, Libbyl Woolley. 52
Look at Your Eyes. Showers. 48
Look to the River. Owens. 146
Look Who's Talking. Ylla, illus. 52
Looking at Heraldry. Scott-Giles. 100
Looking at You. Smaridge. 117
LOOMIS. Amanda. 97
LORD. Bats and Balls. 113
. Guards for Matt. 12
Lords Baltimore. Agle and Bacon. 121
Lost John. Picard. 165
Lotta on Troublemaker Street. Lindgren. 178
Love, Love, Love. Hoke, comp. 95
LUBELL. I Wish I Had Another Name. 68
. Rosalie. 12
LUCKHARDT, comp. Christmas Comes Once
More. 45
Lysis Goes to the Play. Snedeker. 149
Macaroon. Cunningham. 40
McBAIN. Science of Ourselves. 97
McCANDLESS. Christmas Manger. 45
McCARTHY. Let's Go To Vote. 130
McCLELLAND. Magic Lassoo. 114
McCORD. Take Sky. 113
McDONNELL. Stevie's Other Eyes. 31
McFALL. Maps Mean Adventure. 31
MacFARLAN. Fun with Brand-New Games. 45
MacGregor-Hastie. Pope John XXIII. 114
MacLEAN. Lawrence of Arabia. 31
McGINLEY. Boys Are Awful. 62
McKIE. Snow. 93
McLEAN. Ribbon of Fire. 12
McMILLAN. Little Lamb's Curls. 114
McNEER. America's Mark Twain. 84
McNULTY. When a Boy Wakes Up in the Morn-
ing. 114
Macpherson. Derwent. 158
Madcap Mystery. Anckarsvard. 1
Made in Japan. Spencer. 182
Made in the Renaissance. Price. 116
Maggie of Barnaby Bay. Wilson. 152
Magic Jacket. De la Mare. 93
Magic Lassoo. McClelland. 114
MAITLAND. Secret of the Shed. 145
Makers of the Red Revolution. Coolidge. 157
Man and Power. De Camp. 40
Man and the Space Frontier. Stine. 118
Man of the Monitor. Latham. 10
Man Who Loved Birds. Kenniston. 60
MANNING. Dragon's Quest. 32
MANTLE. Hiding Place. 163
MANTON. Story of John Keats. 126
Many Faces of the Civil War. Werstein. 51
Maps Mean Adventure. McFall. 31
MARCUS. Science in the Bathtub. 32
MARCUSE. Never Ask for a Goochoo Bird. 62
MARINO. Moving Day. 114
MARKS. Sand Sculpturing. 178
MARMUR, tr. Japanese Fairy Tales. 32
MAROKVIA. Belle Arabelle. 97
Martha's Secret Wish. Gibson. 79
MARTIN, J. Tree Angel. 62
MARTIN, P. Birthday Present. 130
MARTINEZ. Susan Peck, Late of Boston. 178
Marvella's Hobby. Cushman. 25
Marvels of American Industry. Cooke. 76
Mary Poppins from A to Z. Travers. 66
Mary, The Mouse Champion. Simmons. 181
Mary's Secret. Brock. 171
Master Surgeon. Farmer. 141
Mathematical Puzzles. Gardner. 57
MAYBEE. Barbie's Fashion Success. 45
. Here's Barbie. 44
MAYNE. Glass Ball. 12
. Grass Rope. 46
Mayo Brothers. Clapesattle. 124
Me and Caleb. Meyer. 13
MEADER. Phantom of the Blockade. 164
Mean Mouse. Udry. 18
Meanest Squirrel I Ever Met. Zion. 52
MEANS. That Girl Andy. 62
Medicine Man's Daughter. Clark. 171
MEEKS. Jeff and Mr. James' Pond. 115
MEHDEVI. Rubies of the Red Sea. 131
Melissa. Forbus. 160
Melor, King Arthur's Page. Peare. 179
Men of Athens. Coolidge. 55
MERRIAM. There Is No Rhyme for Silver. 63
Merry Adventure of Robin Hood Harlan. Fleming.
78
Merry Mad Bachelors. Parkinson. 116
MEYER, E. Friendly Frontier. 97
MEYER, F. Me and Caleb. 13
MEYER, J. Engines. 115
Middle Matilda. Bromhall. 24
MILES. Dusty and the Fiddlers. 98
MILLER, Alice. Little Store on the Corner. 32
MILLER, Arthur. Jane's Blanket. 178
Miller, His Son, and Their Donkey. Aesop. 89
Millicent's Ghost. Lexau. 11
Mine for Keeps. Little. 11
Miracle Metals. Newcomb and Kenny. 84
Miriam. Sommerfelt. 149
MIRSKY. Nomusa and the New Magic. 33
Mischievous Meg. Lindgren. 11
Miss Bianca. Sharp. 116
Miss Osborne-the-Mop. Gage. 110
Mrs. Darling's Daughter. Colman. 5
Mr. De Luca's Horse. Paradis. 99
Mr. Fizbee and the Little Troop. Taylor. 167
Mr. Mysterious & Company. Fleischman. 41
Mr. Rabbit and the Lovely Present. Zolotow. 52
Model Rockets for Beginners. Gilmore. 7
Mogul Finds a Friend. Stewart. 134
Mokihana Lives in Hawaii. Soderberg. 149
MONTRESOR. House of Flowers, House of Stars.
33
Moon by Night. L'Engle. 129
MOORE. Night before Christmas. 63
MORE. Batch of Trouble. 145
More about Paddington. Bond. 23
More than a Summer Love. Eyerly. 26
MORRIS. Runaway Girl. 164
193
MOTHER GOOSE. Mother Goose in Hieroglyphics.
84
Mother Goose in Hieroglyphics. Mother Goose and
Appleton. 84
Mouse and the Lion. Titus. 150
Moving Day. Marino. 114
MOWAT. Owls in the Family. 33
Mud! Mud! Mud! Klein. 29
MUIR. Unicorn Window. 13
Museums. De Borhegyi. 108
My Cousin Abe. Fisher. 78
My Hands. Aliki. 121
My Village in England. Gidal. 143
My Village in Italy. Gidal. 79
MYLLER. How Big Is a Foot? 131
MYRICK. Secret Three. 178
MYRUS. Story in the Sand. 179
Mystery Angel. Bothwell. 138
Mystery at Little Squaw River. Nelson. 146
Mystery at the Shoals. Bradley. 74
Mystery behind Dark Windows. Jane. 43
Mystery for Meg. Ladd. 30
Mystery of Lonesome Manor. Evatt. 109
Mystery of the Golden Horn. Whitney. 88
Mystery of the McGilley Mansion. Laughlin. 177
Mystery of the Velvet Box. Scherf. 117
Naming Living Things. Riedman. 181
NASH. Girls Are Silly. 13
. New Nutcracker Suite and Other Innocent
Verses. 98
Naughty Children. Brand, comp. 171
NELSON. Mystery at Little Squaw River. 146
NESS. Josefina February. 179
Never Ask for a Goochoo Bird. Marcuse. 62
New Boy in School. Justus. 144
New Home. Horn. 161
New Nigerians. Dickson. 173
New Nutcracker Suite and Other Innocent Verses.
Nash. 98
New York to Rome. Stevens. 167
NEWCOMB. Miracle Metals. 84
Nibble Nibble Mousekin. Anglund. 54
Nicholas. Crimmins. 25
NICKERSON. Circle of Love. 46
Night before Christmas. Moore. 63
Nightingale. Andersen. 89
No-Bark Dog. Williamson. 51
No Funny Business. Hurd. 8
No One Writes a Letter to the Snail. Kumin. 61
NOBLE. Egypt's Queen Cleopatra. 179
. First Woman Ambulance Surgeon. 164
. William Shakespeare. 63
NODSET. Who Took the Farmer's Hat? 131
Nomusa and the New Magic. Mirsky. 33
NORFLEET. Hand-Me-Down-House. 85
NORTON. Defiant Agents. 146
Ocean Harvest. Vogel and Caruso. 19
OGILVIE. Turn Around Twice. 46
Okolo of Nigeria. Buckley. 91
Olaf Is Late. Lexau. 163
Old Wind and Liu Li-San. Glasgow. 58
OLDS. Little Ship That Went to Sea. 115
OLIVER. Faraway Princess. 13
OLSCHEWSKI. Wheel Rolls Over. 98
On the Way Home. Wilder. 88
One Bright Monday Morning. Baum. 22
One Day in Aztec Mexico. Kirtland. 177
One Long Picnic. Frazier. 7
One Summer. Beach and York. 170
One Was Johnny. Sendak. 100
Ookie. Bridges. 2
OTERDAHL. Tina and the Latchkey Child. 164
Other Brother. Baker. 90
Our Air Force. Air Force/Space Digest Magazine.
37
Outpost of Jupiter. Del Rey. 141
OWENS. Look to the River. 146
Owl and the Pussy-Cat. Lear. 10
Owls in the Family. Mowat. 33
Paco's Miracle. Clark. 39
PALLAS. Reptiles and Their World. 6
PALMER, H. I Was Kissed by a Seal at the Zoo. 98
PALMER, M. B. Teaspoon Tree. 115
PALMER, M. T. At the Lion Gate. 85
PARADIS. Mr. De Luca's Horse. 99
PARISH. Good Hunting Little Indian. 115
. Let's Be Indians. 46
PARKER. Almost Lost. 33
PARKINSON. Merry Mad Bachelors. 116
PARSONS. Play. 179
Path above the Pines. Rugh. 48
Patience and a Mulberry Leaf. Strachan. 102
Paul, The Hero of the Fire. Ardizzone. 169
PAULL America's First Christmas. 34
PEARCE. Dog So Small. 131
PEARE. Melor, King Arthur's Page. 179
PEET. Pinkish, Purplish, Bluish Egg. 132
. Smokey. 13
Peoples of Africa. Turnbull. 119
Perhaps and Perchance. Cathon and Schmidt, comps.
123
Perilous Wings. Hamre. 42
PETERS. Animals' Christmas Tree. 47
Peter's Brownstone House. Colman. 157
PETRIDES. Hans and Peter. 164
Phantom of the Blockade. Meader. 164
PHILLIPS. Lightning on Ice. 146
PHIPSON. Boundary Riders. 116
Piankhy the Great. Johnson. 82
PICARD. Lady of the Linden Tree. 14
.Lost John. 165
Piccolina and the Easter Bells. Priolo. 147
Pickpocket Run. Johnson. 9
Picture Book of Tea and Coffee. Brooks. 3
Picture History of Italy. Jarman. 112
PIERCE. John H. Glenn: Astronaut. 132
Pierre. Sendak. 117
Pigeon Flight. Stolz. 16
PILGRIM. Clare Goes to Holland. 99
Pilgrim Courage. Bradford. 171
PINE. Eskimos Knew. 116
Piney Woods. Cotten. 173
PINKERTON. Steer North! 14
Pinkish, Purplish, Bluish Egg. Peet. 132
PIPER. Junkyard Planet. 99
Plain Jane. Softly. 49
Plainsmen. Schaefer. 181
Plant Explorer. Williams and Epstein. 51
PLASMATI. Algernon and the Pigeons. 147
Play. Parsons. 179
Play with Paper. Bank-Jensen. 22
Playtime in Africa. Sutherland. 17
PLISS. Trip down Catfish Creek. 85
Podkayne of Mars. Heinlein. 95
Poems for Seasons and Celebrations. Cole, ed. 39
Poles. Ley and editors of LIFE. 84
194
Policeman Small. Lenski. 44
Pony Care. Slaughter. 48
POOLE. Carbon-14. 34
_ . Danger! Icebergs Ahead! 47
Pope John XXIII. MacGregor-Hastie. 114
Portals to the Past. Shippen. 167
Portrait of Lisette. Kyle. 163
Ports of Entry, U.S.A. Fribourg. 142
POWER-WATERS. Giving Gift. 63
PRICE, C. Made in the Renaissance. 116
PRICE, 0. Donkey with Diamond Ears. 47
PRICE, W. Gutzon Borglum. 14
Prince Bertram the Bad. Lobel. 145
Princess and the Lion. Coatsworth. 124
Princesses. Johnson, comp. 96
Printer's Devil to Publisher. Faber. 141
PRIOLO. Bravo Marco! 180
. Piccolina and the Easter Bells. 147
Prize Contest Plays for Young People. Burack, ed.
75
Project: Genius. Hayes. 42
PROVENSEN. Karen's Curiosity. 180
. Karen's Opposites. 180
Pumpkin Flood at Harpers Ferry. Scrimsher. 148
Pumpkin Moonshine. Tudor. 36
PUNDT. Spring Comes First to the Willows. 147
Pup Who Became a Police Dog. Hays. 161
Quest of Archimedes. Harvey. 161
Quest of Captain Cook. Selsam. 100
Questions Freshmen Ask. Willis. 136
Quiet Street. Dubkin. 174
R Is for Rocket. Bradbury. 91
Rabbit and Skunk and the Scary Rock. Stevens. 183
Rabbits in the Meadow. Hess. 144
Race to the South Pole. Bixby. 23
RADAU. Illampu. 34
RAND. Little 1. 63
. So Small. 47
RAY. We Live in the City. 165
Really Not Really. Frost. 94
Red Bantam. Fatio. 110
Red Man, White Man, African Chief. Lerner. 30
Reeney. Cone. 140
REEVES. Sailor Rumbelow: And Other Stories. 64
REIT. Golden Book of Gardening. 7
Remarkable Dolphin and What Makes Him So.
Chapin. 55
RENDINA. World of Their Own. 180
Reptiles and Their World. Fenton and Pallas. 6
RESSNER. August Explains. 180
Restless Spirit. Gurko. 27
Reunion in December. Bolton. 23
REUTER. Last Year. 110
REY. Curious George Learns the Alphabet. 165
. Elizabite. 34
Ribbon of Fire. McLean. 12
Rich. First Book of the Vikings. 14
Riddle of the Figurehead. Fry. 174
Ride with the Eagle. Davis. 125
RIEDMAN. Naming Living Things. 181
RIPLEY. Titian. 47
RIPPER. Foxes and Wolves. 14
RITCHIE. Ice Falcon. 99
ROBBINS. Emperor and the Drummer Boy. 64
Robert Koch. Knight. 61
Robert the Rose Horse. Heilbroner. 81
ROBINSON, B. Across from Indian Shore. 85
ROBINSON, R. Stan Musial. 147
. Ted Williams. 14
Rocket Power. Bergaust. 170
Rockets and Satellites. Branley. 54
ROESCH. World's Fairs. 181
Rokubei and the Thousand Rice Bowls. Uchida. 67
Romance in Italy. Allan. 53
Ronnie and the Chief's Son. Coatsworth. 92
Rosalie. Lubell. 12
ROSEN. Harmonious World of Johann Kepler. 132
ROSENBAUM. London. 132
ROSENBURG. Story of Baseball. 165
Roses Are Blue. Bates. 73
ROY. What Every Young Wizard Should Know. 181
Rubies of the Red Sea. Mehdevi. 131
RUCHLIS. Clear Thinking. 86
RUCK-PAUQUET. Twenty-Two Little Cats. 15
RUGH. Path above the Pines. 48
RUMER. What Is Relativity? 43
Runaway Girl. Morris. 164
Runaway Teen. Finlayson. 142
RUSSELL, F., narr. French and Indian Wars. 89
RUSSELL, S. What Good Is a Tail? 166
Sad Day, Glad Day. Thompson. 17
Sailor Rumbelow; And Other Stories. Reeves. 64
ST. JOHN. Israel. 130
SAMACHSON. Fabulous World of Opera. 86
Sam's First Fish. Shortall. 101
Samson Catches a Mystery. Le Grand. 11
Samuel Adams, Son of Liberty. Alderman. 53
SAMUELS. B-G Fighter of Goliaths. 15
San Francisco. Fritz. 57
Sand Sculpturing. Marks. 178
SANDBURG. Blueberry. 166
SANDERS. Library Mice. 34
SARGENT. Stop the Typewriters. 166
SASEK. This Is Israel. 86
. This Is Venice. 15
Scent of the Roses. Leslie. 130
SCHAEFER. Plainsmen. 181
SCHERF. Mystery of the Velvet Box. 117
SCHLEIN. City Boy, Country Boy. 15
SCHMIDT, T., comp. Perhaps and Perchance. 123
SCHMIDT, W. Forests of Adventure. 148
SCHMITT, ed. Heroic Deeds of Beowulf. 99
SCHNEIDER. Space in Your Future. 64
Schoolmaster Whackwell's Wonderful Sons. Bren-
tano. 106
SCHULL. Government at Work. 133
SCHUON. John H. Glenn: Astronaut. 132
Science and Music. Berger and Clark. 2
Science in the Bathtub. Marcus. 32
Science of Ourselves. McBain and Johnson. 97
Science Today. Appleton, et al. 1
Scotland's Queen. Vance. 67
SCOTT-GILES. Looking at Heraldry. 100
Screwball. Armer. 153
SCRIMSHER. Pumpkin Flood at Harpers Ferry. 148
Sea Challenge. Engle. 159
Search for Lancelot's Sword. Hall. 175
Search for the Elements. Asimov. 169
Second Best. Clayton. 157
Second Love. Warner. 151
Secret of the Himalayas. Evarts. 41
Secret of the Shed. Maitland. 145
Secret Three. Myrick. 178
Seeing Fingers. DeGering. 77
SEIBERT. Sidonie. 86
SELDEN. I See What I Seel 86
195
SELSAM. Greg's Microscope. 148
_ . How Animals Live Together. 166
. Quest of Captain Cook. 100
__ . Stars, Mosquitoes and Crocodiles. 133
__ . Terry and the Caterpillars. 87
SENDAK. Alligators All Around. 117
__ . Chicken Soup with Rice. 100
. One Was Johnny. 100
. Pierre. 117
Serafina's Lucky Find. Brunhoff. 3
SEREDY. Lazy Tinka. 64
SERRAILLIER. Gorgon's Head. 166
SEUBERLICH. Annuzza. 48
SEUSS. Dr. Seuss's Sleep Book. 87
. Hop on Pop. 133
Seven Chicks Missing. Barr. 1
Seven-Day Magic. Eager. 78
Seven Monkeys. Frankel. 142
Seven Ravens. Grimm. 160
Seven Uncles Come to Dinner. Auerbach. 169
SHAKESPEARE. Ten Great Plays. 87
Shaman's Last Raid. Baker. 121
SHAPIRO, I. Jonathan and the Dragon. 148
SHAPIRO, R. Wide World Cookbook. 133
SHAPP. Let's Find Out about Houses. 35
. Let's Find Out about Policemen. 100
. Let's Find Out about Spring. 148
. Let's Find Out about Wheels. 101
SHARP. Miss Bianca. 116
She Loves Me ... She Loves Me Not. Keeshan.
112
Shepherd of Abu Kush. Stinetorf. 101
SHEPHERD. Universe. 133
SHERBURNE. Stranger in the House. 117
SHIPPEN. Portals to the Past. 167
SHORTALL. Sam's First Fish. 101
SHOWERS. How Many Teeth? 134
__ . Listening Walk. 15
__ . Look at Your Eyes. 48
SHUTTLESWORTH. Story of Cats. 181
___ . Story of Dogs. 65
Sidonie. Seibert. 86
SIEGMEISTER. Invitation to Music. 65
Sight of Everything. Snow. 182
Silence over Dunkerque. Tunis. 18
Silkworms and Science. Cooper. 55
Silver from the Sea. Tooze. 135
SIMBARI. Gennarino. 65
SIMMONS. Mary, the Mouse Champion. 181
SIMON, M. If You Were an Eel, How Would You
Feel? 182
SIMON, N. Elly the Elephant. 101
SIMON, S. Cousins at Camm Corners. 134
Singing Hill. De Jong. 56
Singing Windows. Young. 104
Siri the Conquistador. Stolz. 118
Ski Pup. Freeman. 142
Skip a Heartbeat. Bierman. 122
Sky Was Blue. Zolotow. 168
SLAUGHTER. Pony Care. 48
Slavic Peoples. Chubb. 24
SLOBODKIN. Late Cuckoo. 65
. Three-Seated Spaceship. 35
SMARIDGE. Looking at You. 117
SMITH, D. Land and People of Indonesia. 15
SMITH, G. Flagon the Dragon. 101
SMITH, I. Egg on Her Face. 118
Smokey. Peet. 13
Snail, Where Are You? Ungerer. 67
SNEDEKER. Lysis Goes to the Play. 149
SNOW. Sight of Everything. 182
Snow. McKie and Eastman. 93
Snowbound with Betsy. Haywood. 8
Snowy Day. Keats. 60
So Near the Heart. Walden. 88
So Small. Rand. 47
Soap Bubbles. Boys and Irwin. 106
SOBOL, D., ed. Civil War Sampler. 66
SOBOL, R. Stocks and Bonds. 182
SODERBERG. Mokohana Lives in Hawaii. 149
SOFTLY. Plain Jane. 49
SOLOMON. Telstar. 87
Some Cheese for Charles. Buckley. 139
Some Snow Said Hello. Hoban. 144
Somebody, Somewhere. Baker. 22
Someday You'll Write. Yates. 184
Someone Else. Summers. 119
Someone To Count On. Du Jardin. 77
Something for Laurie. Hartwell. 111
SOMMERFELT. Miriam. 149
SOULE. Lenny's 20 Pennies. 66
Sounds of a Summer Night. Garelick. 175
Space in Your Future. Schneider. 64
Space Nomads. LaPaz. 61
SPENCER. Made in Japan. 182
Spies of the Revolution. Bakeless. 137
SPINGARN. To Save Your Life. 134
Spring Comes First to the Willows. Pundt. 147
Spring Is a New Beginning. Anglund. 105
SQUILLACE. Story in the Sand. 179
STAFFORD. Elephi. 49
Stagestruck. Hirschfeld. 127
STAMBLER. Find a Career in Engineering. 182
Stan Musial. Robinson. 147
Star-Spangled Rooster. Grant. 8
Starry Answer. Lawrence. 10
Stars, Men and Atoms. Haber. 175
Stars, Mosquitoes and Crocodiles. Selsam, ed. 133
Steer North! Pinkerton. 14
STEIN. Treasury of the Automobile. 35
STEINBECK. Travels with Charley. 49
STEINER. I Am Andy. 35
. Jack Is Glad, Jack Is Sad. 118
. Kiki's Play House. 16
Steller of the North. Sutton. 50
STERLING. Forever Free. 183
STEVENS, C. Catch a Cricket. 49
. Rabbit and Skunk and the Scary Rock. 183
STEVENS, L. New York to Rome. 167
Stevie's Other Eyes. McDonnell. 31
STEWART. Mogul Finds a Friend. 134
STINE. Man and the Space Frontier. 118
STINETORF. Shepherd of Abu Kush. 101
Stocks and Bonds. Sobol. 182
STOCKTON. Griffin and the Minor Canon. 149
STOLZ. Bully of Barkham Street. 167
. Pigeon Flight. 16
. Siri the Conquistador. 118
Stop the Typewriters. Sargent. 166
Story in the Sand. Myrus and Squillace. 179
Story of Baseball. Rosenburg. 165
Story of Cats. Shuttlesworth. 181
Story of Dogs. Shuttlesworth. 65
Story of John Keats. Gittings and Manton. 126
Story of Peter Cronheim. Ambrose. 105
STOUTENBURG. Beloved Botanist. 16
. Dear, Dear Livy. 135
. Window on the Sea. 49
STRACHAN. Dolores and the Gypsies. 16
. Patience and a Mulberry Leaf. 102
Stranger in the House. Sherburne. 117
STREATFEILD. Traveling Shoes. 66
196
Street of Churches. Dougherty. 40
STROUSSE. John Milton. 102
STUCLEY. Contrary Orphans. 16
Summer Adventure. Havrevold. 80
Summer Adventure. Lewis. 61
Summer of the Falcon. George. 58
Summer with Spike. Willard. 51
SUMMERS, H. Someone Else. 119
SUMMERS, J. Trouble with Being in Love. 167
Sun Is a Golden Earring. Belting. 73
Sun's Promise. Baker. 89
Supreme Court. Johnson. 29
Susan Peck, Late of Boston. Martinez. 178
Susan Sometimes. Krasilovsky. 129
SUTCLIFF. Beowulf. 66
SUTHERLAND. Playtime in Africa. 17
SUTTON. Stellar of the North. 50
Swamps. Goetz. 58
SWIFT. From the Eagle's Wing. 102
Take Me to My Friend. Jordan. 112
Take Sky. McCord. 113
Tale of a Very Little Tortoise. Whipple. 103
Tammy Climbs Pyramid Mountain. Baker. 169
Tap, Tap, Lion - 1, 2, 3. Fritz. 126
Tarry Awhile. Weber. 20
Tatsinda. Enright. 159
TAYLOR, A. Mr. Fizbee and the Little Troop. 167
TAYLOR, C. Getting To Know Indonesia. 50
Teaspoon Tree. Palmer. 115
Ted Williams. Robinson. 14
Telstar. Solomon. 87
Ten and a Kid. Weilerstein. 50
Ten Cousins. Campbell. 139
Ten Great Plays. Shakespeare. 87
Tent Show Summer. Derleth. 141
Terriers. Buckland. 91
Terry and the Caterpillars. Selsam. 87
That Girl Andy. Means. 62
THAYER. Drink for Little Red Diker. 149
. Gus Was a Friendly Ghost. 17
There Is No Rhyme for Silver. Merriam. 63
They Had a Horse. Edmonds. 109
This Is a Flower. Hutchins. 162
This Is a Leaf. Hutchins. 128
This Is Israel. Sasek. 86
This Is the House Where Jack Lives. Heilbroner.
58
This Is Venice. Sasek. 15
Thistle and Thyme. Leodhas. 11
THOMAS, D. Trains Work Like This. 17
THOMAS, H. Franklin Delano Roosevelt. 50
Thomas Jefferson. Komroff. 83
THOMPSON. Sad Day, Glad Day. 17
THORVALL. Girl in April. 150
Threatening Fog. Ware. 150
Three-Seated Spaceship. Slobodkin. 35
Tide in the Attic. Van Rhijn. 18
Time for Tenderness. Cavanna. 4
Time To Love. Benary-Isbert. 37
Tina and the Latchkey Child. Oterdahl. 164
Titian. Ripley. 47
TITUS. Mouse and the Lion. 150
To Save Your Life. Spingarn. 134
Tonk and Tonka. Ackerman. 153
Too Late Tomorrow. Kisinger. 82
TOOZE. Cambodia: Land of Contrasts. 102
. Silver from the Sea. 135
Toys, Toddlers and Tantrums. Dow. 108
Trains Work Like This. Thomas. 17
Traveling Shoes. Streatfeild. 66
Travels with Charley. Steinbeck. 49
TRAVERS. Mary Poppins from A to Z. 66
Treasury of the Automobile. Stein. 35
Tree Angel. Martin and Charlip. 62
TREGASKIS. John F. Kennedy and PT-109. 135
TRESSELT. Under the Trees and Through the
Grass. 183
TREZ. Little Knight's Dragon. 150
Trina Finds a Brother. Braenne. 38
Trip down Catfish Creek. Pliss. 85
Tropical Africa. Coughlan and LIFE Magazine. 130
Trouble with Being in Love. Summers. 167
Trouble with Spider. Kraus. 29
TUDOR. Pumpkin Moonshine. 36
TUNIS. Silence over Dunkerque. 18
Turn Around Twice. Ogilvie. 46
TURNBULL. Peoples of Africa. 119
Twenty-Two Little Cats. Ruck-Pauquet. 15
Two Is Company. Bryant. 3
Two Too Many. Unwin. 36
Two Worlds of Molly O'. Armer. 153
UCHIDA. Rokubei and the Thousand Rice Bowls. 67
UDRY. Is Susan Here? 18
. Mean Mouse. 18
Under the Trees and through the Grass. Tresselt.
183
Understanding Kim. Doane. 77
UNGERER. Snail, Where Are You? 67
Unicorn Window. Muir. 13
Universe. Shepherd. 133
UNTERMEYER. Kitten Who Barked. 36
UNWIN. Two Too Many. 36
Upstairs and Downstairs. Johnson. 162
Useless Dog. Clark. 4
VALENS. Wingfin and Topple. 18
VANCE. Scotland's Queen. 67
VAN DOREN. Growing Up in the Great Depression.
183
VAN RHIJN. Tide in the Attic. 18
VAN STOCKUM. Little Old Bear. 50
. Winged Watchman. 67
Very, Very Special Day. De Armand. 158
Veteran Cars. Bird. 74
Viking Adventure. Bulla. 139
Viva Mexico. Bruckner. 24
VOGEL. Ocean Harvest. 19
Volcanoes and Earthquakes. Irving. 128
WABER. House on East 88th Street. 19
. How To Go About Laying an Egg. 135
WALDEN. So Near the Heart. 88
WALKER. Dragon Hill. 67
WALLACE. Getting To Know Egypt, U.A.R. 68
WARD, narr. Cowboys and Cattle Country. 21
WARE. Threatening Fog. 150
WARNER, A. Second Love. 151
WARNER, E. Fishing River. 103
WASHBURN. Clorinda Clementine. 135
Water and the Thirsty Land. Jeanes and Carlson.
29
Water Crazy. Chandler. 75
WATSON. Witch of the Glens. 88
WATTS. Little from Here, a Little for There. 103
. Weeks and Weeks. 19
We Like Bugs. Conklin. 25
We Live in the City. Ray. 165
WEBB, C. Friendly Place. 103
WEBB, N. Kaiulani. 19
WEBER. Tarry Awhile. 20
Weeks and Weeks. Watts. 19
WEIL. Lionhearted One. 103
WEILERSTEIN. Ten and a Kid. 50
WELCH. For the King. 20
WELKER. Knight of the Middle Ages. 151
WERNECKE, ed. Celebrating Christmas around
the World. 68
WERSTEIN. Many Faces of the Civil War. 51
WEST. Breaking the Language Barrier. 68
What Colonel Glenn Did All Day. Hill. 127
What Does a Librarian Do? Busby. 171
What Every Young Wizard Should Know. Roy. 181
What Good Is a Tail? Russell. 166
What Happened to Jenny. Heal. 94
What Happens Underground? Bethers. 2
What Is Relativity? Landau and Rumer. 43
What the Moon Is Like. Branley. 123
What the President Does All Day. Hoopes. 95
What Would You Do ... ? King. 82
Wheel Rolls Over. Olschewski. 98
When a Boy Wakes Up in the Morning. McNulty.
114
When I Was a Boy. Kiistner. 60
When the Wind Stops. Zolotow. 136
When Winter Comes. Fox. 41
Where Did Josie Go? Buckley. 123
Where's the Kitty? Carroll. 54
WHIPPLE. Tale of a Very Little Tortoise. 103
Whistle for Danger. Facklam. 109
WHITE. Dog Called Scholar. 151
WHITNEY. Mystery of the Golden Horn. 88
Who Took the Farmer's Hat? Nodset. 131
Who's a Pest? Bonsall. 54
WICKER. Young Master Artists. 151
Wide World Cookbook. Shapiro. 133
WILDER. On the Way Home. 88
Wilderness Bride. Johnson. 59
WILDSMITH. Brian Wildsmith's ABC. 168
WILLARD. Duck on a Pond. 36
__ . Summer with Spike. 51
William Penn. Dolson. 40
William Shakespeare. Noble. 63
WILLIAMS, B. Plant Explorer. 51
WILLIAMS, J. I Wish I Had another Name. 68
. Knights of the Crusades. 112
WILLIAMSON. No-Bark Dog. 51
Willie and the Wildcat Well. Constant. 76
WILLIS. Questions Freshmen Ask. 136
WILSON, B. In Love and War. 152
WILSON, H. Maggie of Barnaby Ray. 152
WILSON, M. Body in Action. 104
197
Window on the Sea. Stoutenburg. 49
Winged Watchman. Van Stockum. 67
Wingfin and Topple. Valens. 18
WINTER. Ballet Book. 20
Winter without Salt. Ceder. 92
Wish-Tree. Ciardi. 107
Wish Workers. Aliki. 89
Wishing Star. Johnston. 162
Witch of the Glens. Watson. 88
WOHLRABE. Crystals. 168
. Land and People of Denmark. 51
Wonder that Is You. Gramet. 8
Wonderful New Book of Ballet. Glen. 94
WONDRISKA. Long Piece of String. 119
WOOLLEY. Look Alive, Libby! 52
Words from the Exodus. Asimov. 154
Words on the Map. Asimov. 37
World of Their Own. Rendina. 180
World's Fairs. Roesch. 181
WORTHINGTON. Bouboukar, Child of the Sahara.
136
WRIGHT. Land of Silence. 104
WRIGHTSON. Feather Star. 183
Written with Fire. Evans. 41
WUORIO. Island of Fish in the Trees. 20
YAMAGUCHI. Golden Crane. 184
Yankees on the Run. Brick. 38
YASHIMA. Youngest One. 68
YATES. Someday You'll Write. 184
YLLA, illus. Look Who's Talking. 52
YORK. One Summer. 170
You Read to Me, I'll Read to You. Ciardi. 140
YOUNG, M. Singing Windows. 104
YOUNG, S. Clue of the Dead Duck. 119
Young American Looks at Denmark. Keating. 163
Young Explorer's New York. Faxon. 56
Young in Love. Brookman. 54
Young Master Artists. Wicker. 151
Young Pathfinder's Book of Oceans, Streams, and
Glaciers. Clarke. 107
Youngest One. Yashima. 68
Your Body. Lauber. 30
Your Eyes. Adler. 137
ZATURENSKA. Crystal Cabinet. 111
ZIMNIK. Bear on the Motorcycle. 184
. Little Owl. 120
ZION. Meanest Squirrel I Ever Met. 52
ZOLOTOW. Mr. Rabbit and the Lovely Present. 52
. Sky Was Blue. 168
SWhen the Wind Stops. 136





